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young survive.

TOP 50 SINGLES OF THE YEAR

TOP 50 ALBUMS OF THE YEAR

_
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L
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I

r
Jon

Honey Al
RIVERS OF BABYLON/BROWN GIRL IN THE RING, Boney M
YOU'RE THE ONE THAT I WANT;John Travolta/Olivia Newton-

1

2

1

SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER, Various

RSO

2

GREASE, Various

RSO

3

THE ALBUM, Abba

Motown

4

NIGHTFLIGHT TO VENUS, Boney M

Decca
RSO

5

20 GOLDEN GREATS, Nat King Cole

Atlantic/Hansa

John

RSO

SUMMER NIGHTS, John Travolta/Olivia Newton -John
THREE TIMES A LADY, Commodores
SMURF SONG, Father Abraham

RSO

3
4

5

\\

NIGHT FEVER, Bee Gees
TAKE A CHANCE ON ME, Abba
MATCHSTALK MEN AND MATCHSTALK CATS & DOGS, Brian
& Michael
RAT TRAP, Boomtown Rats

6
7
8

9

11

12
13
14

16
17
18

19

20
21

22

23

LUCKY STARS, Dean Friedman
25 DANCING IN THE CITY, Marshall Hain
26 BOOGIE OOGIE OOGIE, A Taste Of Honey
27 OH WHAT A CIRCUS, David Essex
28 GREASE, Frankie Valli
29 JILTED JOHN, Jilted John
30 ANNIE'S SONG, James Galway
31 STAYIN' ALIVE, Bee Gees
32 TOO MUCH TOO LITTLE TOO LATE, Johnny Mathis/Deniece
24

34
35
36
37

38
39
40
41

42

43

47
48

FOREVER AUTUMN, Justin Haywood

45
46

Ensign

9

THE KICK INSIDE, Kate Bush

Buddy Holly & The Crickets

IMAGES, Don Williams

Midsong
Atlantic/Hansa

11

WAR OF THE WORLDS, Jeff Wayne's Musical Version

Carrere
Chrysalis
United Artists

13

14

Pye

16

Magnet
Whitfield
Magnet
Parlophone
Warner Brothers
Atlantic/Hansa
Lifesong
Harvest
Capitol
Mercury

17

12

15

AND THEN THERE WERE THREE, Genesis
CLASSIC ROCK, London Symphony Orchestra
NEW BOOTS AND PANTIES, Ian Dury
LIVE AND DANGEROUS,,Thin Lizzy
REFLECTIONS, Andy Williams
THE SOUND OF BREAD, Bread

19

STREET LEGAL, Bob Dylan
THE STUD, Various

20

20 GOLDEN GREATS, Hollies

21

YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE, Johnny Mathis
CITY TO CITY, Gerry Rafferty
BAT OUT OF HELL, Meat Loaf

18

22
23
24

LONDON TOWN, Wings

25

THE BIG WHEELS OF MOTOWN, Various

26

SOME GIRLS, Rolling Stones

RSO

27

EMI International

28

RCA
RSO

29

VARIATIONS, Andrew Uoyd Webber
TONIC FOR THE TROOPS, Boomtown Rats
PASTICHE, Manhattan Transfer
GREATEST HITS, Abba
KAYA, Bob Marley & The Wailers
FOOT LOOSE AND FANCY FREE, Rod Stewart
BLACK AND WHITE, Stranglers
PLASTIC LETTERS, Blondie
GREATEST HITS, Donna Summer
NATURAL HIGH, Commodores
20 GIANT HITS, Nolan Sisters
ARRIVAL, Abba
THIS YEAR'S MODEL, Elvis Costello & The Attractions
ANYTIME ANYWHERE, Rita Coolidge
20 GOLDEN GREATS, Neil Diamond
EMOTIONS, Various
OCTAVE, Moody Blues
SINGLES 1974-78, Carpenters
PARALLEL LINES, Blondie
BLOODY TOURISTS, 10cc
A NEW WORLD RECORD, Electric Light Orchestra
EXODUS, Bob Marley & The Wailers
FONZIES FAVOURITES, Various
ALL 'N' ALL, Earth Wind & Fire

30
31

BOY FROM NEW YORK CITY, Darts
DO YOU THINK I'M SEXY, Rod Stewart
BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE, Jacksons
NEVER LET HER SLIP AWAY, Andrew Gold
IF I HAD WORDS, Scot Fitzgerald/Yvonne Keeley
I CAN'T STAND THE RAIN, Eruption
HOPELESSLY DEVOTED TO YOU, Olivia Newton -John
SWEET TALKIN' WOMAN, Electric Light Orchestra
MR, BLUE SKY, Electric Light Qrchestra
UP TOWN TOP RANKING, Althia & Donna
DARLIN', Frankie Miller

WONDER WHY, Showaddywaddy
IF YOU CAN'T GIVE ME LOVE, Suzl Quatro
MACARTHUR PARK, Donna Summer
YOU MAKE ME FEEL (MIGHTY REAL), Sylvester

44

Pye

20 GOLDEN GREATS,

10

Williams
33

OUT OF THÉ BLUE, Electric Light Orchestra

8

EMI

DENIS, Blondie
BAKER STREET, Gerry Rafferty
FIGARO, Brotherhood Of Man
COME -BACK MY LOVE, Darts
LQVE DON'T LIVE HERE ANYMORE, Rose Royce
IT'S RAINING, Darts
MULL OF KINTYRE/GIRLS SCHOOL, Wings
WISHING ON A STAR, Rose Royce
MARY'S BOY CHILD, Boney M

15

RUMOURS, Fleetwood Mac

7

Mercury

SANDY, John Travolta
RASPUTIN, Boney M
SUBSTITUTE, Clout

Epic

6

Epic

DREADLOCK HOLIDAY, 10cc
WUTHERING HEIGHTS, Kate Bush

10

ravol aW

C'BS

32

Magnet

33

Riva
Epic

34
35
36

Pepper

37

Atlantic/Hansa

38

RSO

39

Jet
Jet
Lightning

40

I

Asylum

MISS YOU, Rolling Stones
50 KISS YOU ALL OVER, Exile

49

41

42

Chrysalis

43

United Artists
RAK
Casablanca
Fantasy
CBS

44

.46

EMI

49

RAK

50

45
47
48

These two charts are worked out on a points system for position and
length of stay In charts. The period worked on Is January 1 to

December 16.

Atlantic/Hansa
Capitol
Warner Brothers
Jet
MCA
EMI
K -Tel

CBS
Charisma
K -Tel

Stiff
Vertigo
CBS
Elektra

CBS
Ronco
EMI
CBS

United Artists
Epic/Cleveland Int
Parlophone

Motown
EMI

MCA
Ensign

Atlantic
Epic
Island
Riva

United Artists
Chrysalis
GTO

Motown
Target
Epic
Radar

A&M
MCA
K -Tel
Decca

A&M
Chrysalis
Mercury
Jet
Island

Warwick
CBS
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FOOTBALL SUMMER

NEW

SHRARI,AW

Edt ted bv 10HN

EAGLES

MAKE WAY for a football summer!
For Record Mirror

understands that several
promoters are considering the possibilities
of using football stadiums
for rock concerts in 1979,
both for one-off concerts
by major bands and for a
'British Rock' festival In
mid -summer.

The idea Isn't new, but
In the past licensing and
security difficulties have
severely restricted the
use of football stadiums,

and previous "disasters"
meant that 1979 had po
football gigs.

Record Mirror all°
understands that,tlle
summer festival will take

place over several weeks,
with gigs split between
and Indoor
venues. Further details
should be available early
in the New Year.

many In January and BRIAN
February, are just two of gutarist

The Moody Blues,
recently returned from
an American tour, and
Status Quo, already lined
up for 20 dates In Cer

sensible venues for
February or March.

outdoor

the major bands
Currently planning
British tour as

1978 draws
to a close. The Moody
blues are looking for

'Questions And Answers' due

TOUR?

to be released In late
January.
KENNY P..VERETT has a
new year special bmtiAcaat
'on ITV on New Year. day, A

n

prelude to 10 half-hour show.
hiker this winter. It features
Rod Stewart, Dean Friedman, Leo Sayer and dance
group Hot Gossi,

-

THE QUESTIONS, tour
Edinburgh musicians have

been voted the 'Banana Band
of 1979' by the Southern TV
show 'The Saturday Banana
Show' They appear on the
,last .how of the eerie. an

Morrison/Byrds
for Britain

VAN MORRISON and the reformed Byrds are just
two of the acts due to appear at the London Venue
early
year, according to manager Darryl Ed
Ed-wards
Edwards is "confident" that both acts will appear,
although at press time neither Van Morrison's record
company or promoter Harvey Goldsmith
who is
also trying to set up a Morrison British tour
could
confirm any dates. And, asked whether the Byrds
would be reforming for the concert, Edwards
replied: "As far as I know yes".

--

UFO single
UFO RELEASE a three -track single in clear vinyl to
coincide with the beginning of their British tour on
January 12.
Two tracks come from their forthcoming live
album 'Stranglers In The Night' released the
following week on January 19. They are, 'Doctor
Doctor' and 'On With The Action'. Also included is
'Try Me' from their studio 'Lights Out' album.
Meanwhile they have moved their Bradford St
[George's Hall date from January 15 to January 18 to
accommodate an 'Old Grey Whistle Test' recording
which will be broadcast the next day, on January 16.
And they added another date at Bracknell Sports
Centre on January 13.

Gallagher

EP

RORY GALLAGHER releases a single and the first
EP of his career in January.
The 10 -inch EP is .released on January 12, and
contains 'Shadow Play' and 'Brute, Force And
Ignorance' from his 'Photo Finish' album, and two
'Moonchild' and 'Souped Up Ford'. It Is
oldies
priced at ti 29.
At 90p, the single contains the same tracks as the
EP minus 'Moonchild', and will retail at 90p.

-

Cook defends

PETER COOK has stepped in to defend a garage
attendant who lost hie job for listening to 'Derek And
Clive Live'.
Ron Matthews, 20, was dismissed from his£45 - a -

ex.

with

-London'. Electric Ballroom
on December 29. The hand
that nleht feature. Stewart
fopeland of The Cortinne on
drum., and Mike Fewln both
of the Cort Ines on guitar.
SHAM so are currently
recording their new etngle,

while 1979's Quo tour Is
being tentatively planned
for late

RUMOUR AND speculation still surrounds a UK visit
by the Eagles. It's still hotly tipped that the West
('bast band until recently one of the biggest money
spinners In the States
are being lined up for a
series of concerts (possibly at Wembley Arena)
next year, although all the major promoters early
have
denied any knowledge of the visit-

-

JAES, the
/ songwriter

the Damned has embarked
on a solo career. He will
record and undertake live
gigs with vitriol . musicians,
and Mends.
i
Hie first gig will be at

December 30
LIVERPOOL ARE hosting
an all night Beetle party on
December 2a. It starts at 12
noon at Romeo's & Juliet's,
continuing from midnight to 7
am at the ABC where four
'A
films will be shown
Hord Day's Night', Helpt',
'Yellow Submarine' and 'Let
It Be'. Tickets are (Sall in.
EDDIE AND THE HOT

-

wo

STATUS QUO: tour In the New Year
week job for playing a tape of the record when the
garage was closed for a petrol tanker delivery last

May.

Cook, whose new album 'Ad Nauseam' is said to be
even more controversial than 'Derek and Clive Live'
invited Matthews to London to offer his support. His
own solicitor is now taking up the case for wrongful

dismissal.

Another Clash
benefit gig
THE CLASH are proposing to play a special New
Year benefit for under privileged children in London's East End. But at the time of going to press no
date or venue could be confirmed, although It's expected to be early in January.
Meanwhile their recent London Sid Vicious
'benefit' concert was an apparent success with
"nearly £1,000" raised for Vicious, currently in
custody in Riker's Island New York's city tall.

-

Caroline
off again

RADIO CAROLINE, the pirate radio station, will not
return to the airwaves in the near future as
previously reported.
The Spanish station which shares the ship they
broadcast from, 'Mt Amigo' has withdrawn Its
partnership, leaving Caroline without funds.
Because It Is not broadcasting, there is no advertising revenue to put the station back on the air.
But they are said to be negotiating new deals to
return some time in the new year, probably on 389
metres instead of the present 319_

RODS release a new single on

Stranglers warned

January 10.
Entitled
Media Messiahs' It comes
from their new album
scheduled for release in
THE STRANGLERS have received an official March.
They are also finalising
caution from the Commissioner of the Metropolitan
Police after appearing at Battersea Park in Sep- dates for a t7K tour due to
start In February
tember with six strippers!
HEAVY
COCHRAN; whose
In a letter to the Stranglers manager the police debut single
sold out of its
stated: "While a group of musicians known as the first preeeing In four days
Stranglers were performing six females -appeared on plays the following Landon
the stage and danced a routine which could be con- dates: The George Canning
strued as an outrage to public decency contrary to January 10. The Bridge
House LI, Music Machine 12,
common law."
19, Nashville It,
However no further police action wit be taken in The Pegasus
Castle 15. Greyhound
this case, although the Commissioner warned: "If a Dublin
Two Brewers 17_
similar occurrence should be reported in the future 16,
THE ROCK GARDEN: the.
police may well consider that proceedings should London club re -opens aver
-

ensue."

Christmas with: China Street

Jones moves in

December 27, Resistance 25,
Joe Jackson 29, Matchbox 30.
Jab Jab 91.
HORSLIPS WBl, release a
new album produced by
Steve Kate early next year.
They have also arranged
.provisional dates fora major
'UK tour, which are due to be
confirmed shortly.
JAMIE FRICKE. releases her
first single In Britain on
January 5, entitled 'Believe
In You'.
.

KENNY JONES, formerly with the Small Faces, has

now settled in as a member of the Who as the band
continue their heavy work schedule into the New

Year.

And it's expected that the Who may undertake
some live dates next summer, after the release of the
'Quadrophenia' film and soundtrack album, tentatively scheduled for next August. with Jones as
drummer. The Who are currently re
recording REGOÁE POET Linton
Kweel Johnson has signed a
several tracks from the album.
recording deal
Also due out next year 1s the film 'The Kids Are long-term
with
Records. Johnalong with a son, Island
the story of the Who
Alright'
who has already one
live
at
soundtrack album recorded
Shepperton and album this year on Virgin's
Kilburn, London; the last gigs Keith Moon played Front Line label, is currently
working on a new album
with the Who. Both are scheduled for March release,

-

-

Diana Ross to tour
DIANA ROSS star of 'The Wiz' is set to tour Britain in

the New Year. Record Mirror understands that dates
are being setup for concerts In February and March.

A4,

t

which will be released o
Island early In the New Year.
JOHN MILES, currently
recording a new album and
single (produced by Alan
'Parsons) for March release,
series of
is also lining up
theatre dales for a March
British tour.

r

Her first hit single,
hot from the States:

"Change

B/W "Hanging on to a memory"

Now available locally on
London Records

fleco noes*

"7

Records

Albert Embankment tendon SE175W

.i
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Juicy

I

t

LuICY.
i

WELL MY darlings what a
year of ups and downs it's

been. A lady's head doesn't
know which way to turn
when it comes to thinking
about how to sum up the
year that has, once again,
slipped so quickly through

(

shared by those two superstars of
rock Rod Stewart and Elton John.
Rod, you may recall, for
narrowly escaping "a hall of
gunmen's bullets" in Argentina.
during the drubbing Scotland

a

rp

OLIVIA NEWTON -JOHN:

-thatbrought
you
matters! Bigger
to

YEAR). And fittingly it's an award

comeback, Worst Actress
(runner-up) worst dancer
(near miss)

But the time has
It's the
Juicy Lucy awardsarrived,
time once more
.

Is always a difficult one,
and to save argument I've decided
to share this leastdeslred trophy
between Guy (the Gorilla) and
Victor Slivester (the band leader).
Both, I'm sure you'll agree.
brought pleasure to millions.

f

y

our fingers.

than ever

darlings,

by the Colour nlst
and brighter
and still number one!

prove that he truly is a "relevant"
artist to the seventies; an
honourable mention. Gary Glitter,
too,for persistent rumours of a
return. Generation X as well I too
wet to be boring) for trying to prove
they're still around, along with the
Damned/Doomed (who finally
decided that playing to ten people
was better than standing In the dole
queue). Kokomo (who only did it to
pay the tax man), Osibisa (who're
only on holiday from Africa) and

ON THEN, without further ado to
that most Coveted award BUM

-

OF THE YEAR (last year's
winner, Jean Jacques Burnet of the
unpredictable Stranglers).
Discussions have been long and
fruitful on this topic in the last year,
with nominations ranging from the
slightly-too -full Rod Stewart (It

PHIL LYNOTT: Rest actor,

Eternal youthfulness

...

POLYSTYRENE: Live Loony
Other demises, probably more
newsworthy at that, fall into
slightly different categories with
Keith Moon scooping the DEAD
LOONY award thus leaving Poly
Styrene uncontested winner of the
LIVE LOONY award and Nancy
Spungen claiming the MOST
POINTLESS DEATH award
(runners-up: the Orkney seals).
RIP, as they say.
From death, then, to violence.
And what a year it's been! MOST

-

I'

BOB GELDOF: Non marriage, this year's Mick Jagger
must have been all that football
training) to the Boomtown Rats
( whose posteriors were on display
for at least half of the year in the
oddest places imaginable). But us
ladles have decided to be
traditional this year. and cuddly TV
cop David Soul has won the award
sitting down, only closely followed
by ITV's Melvyn Bragg (over 30.
town of origin North Yorkshire).
Runners-up Include Anna of Abba
little seen but still around In the
last 1.2 months and the
magnificent swells of Sun
Page -Three Girlof-t he. Year
Karen Richardson (cunningly
disguised but bigger than you
think) for you men out there.
Sadly though, my darlings. there
has only been one nomination for
APPENDAGE OF THE YEAR
and, to allow the award still to
stand ... congratulations to
CP Lee of the revolting Albertos Y
Los Trios Paranoias for "baring
all" In what girls can only call a
"men's magazine" Revived
millionaire recluse Mike Oldfield
125) might have been in there with
a Chance If only he hadn't chosen at the last minute to cover up
with a discus, Oh well. Chance
would be a fine thing'
Heavens, are the adverts finished
already? That must mean it's time
for those old favourites
COMEBACKS AND BORES.
Ahhh, comebacks, they often
bring a tear to my experienced eye.
And none more so than the valiant
attempts of Lonnie Donegan to

-

David Johansen (the only sane
ex -member of the New York Dolls).
But the award, a ithout a doubt,
belongs to two people COMEBACK
OF THE YEAR. a big hand please,
to Elton John (from the dead) and
Olivia Newton -John ( from Malibu,
and the obscurity of an English rose
in a foreign desert )- I hope, Livvy
darling, that this makes up for your
near miss in the TROUSERS OF
THE YEAR award, but you've been
wearing them so long we thought
they'd been honoured already!

-

-

.

.

Sad news though, before you

leave the stage Miss "Wooden"
John No. you're not BORE OF
THE YEAR. just a minute let me
yes
open this envelope, you're
WORST DANCER OF THE
YEAR (holder; Rat Scabies). And
long may your bunions ache. BEST
DANCER goes, uncontested, to
Grant Santino (of Edgware) and
Grant, you 18.year-old darling you,
we all know you should have won
that contest.
I expect you're all wondering
when Travolta Is going to make an
appearance. So am I and he isn't,'
Instead a big hand to Robert
Stlgwood (the man who pulls the

-

being here) and the unpleasantly
bad-tempered Queen (for not being
either). Jointly awarded; and no
arguments
please!
A few quick ones here, to keep
you entertained. IRISHMAN OF
THE YEAR: Den Hegarty, fleet for
leaving the Darts (just when they
were going to make It big. tool),
and second for biting the
deliciously skinny Sylvia Kristel in
the legin Cannes. Runners-up:

-

VIOLENT EVENT Is shared
between Reading Festival (with
"friendly" security by the so-called
Sham 69 fans) and the Lurkers'
unfortunate concert at the Lyceum.

Other dishonourable mentions Jean
Jacques Burnel's "friendly"
conversations with critics. Jake
Riviera's "friendly" conversations
with fans, and, on a more serious
note the presence of "sticks men"
at reggae concerts at the Rainbow.
Bwoy, them no clever y'know, we
see't.
And from violence ... to crime.
LUCKIEST MAN of the year must
be Keith Richards (35), almost off
the heroin and sentenced to only one
concert for the blind. PATHETIC
CRIMINALS Is the sole domain of
the Clash's Nicky Headon and Paul
Simenon, for the pigeons, and
whatever else they managed to
"nick", while UNFORTUNATE
CRIMINAL of the year must be
Peter Sarstedt, getting fined for
possessing cannabis when
everybody else calmly lights split fa
during interviews, closely followed
by Peter Tosh, arrested and
de-dreadlocked in Kingston,
Jamaica after many years as the
reigning Minister Of 'Erb. Truly,
my dears, better mus' come!
I always love those awards that

r, ceived at the World Cup (how

come Rod was asleep in his hotel at
the time) In the summer. And Reg
for his poignant "heart attack"
(which certainly had our Robin
Smith worried fora while) only a
few weeks ago.
Close runners-up In this section
include Noel Edmunds for bursting
a tyre on a motorway (wow _), Rod
for driving into a ditch on a
different motorway I wow!), and
the entirely lovable Reginald
'Reggie the Toupee' Bosanquet for

Phil Lynott for nicking Sacha
Dietel's pick-up lines at the Miss
World contest and coming to grief.
and Pete "Paddy' Briquette of
the Rats
who forgot how
Interested his old home town would
be In his silly new name.
LEATHER TROUSERS OF THE
YEAR: a toss-up between Rusty
Egan of the Rich Kids (who
keeps his records In them) and
"glamorous" Moira Belles (30) of
Warner Brothers (who keep herself
in hers' unW the heat gets too much

-

I
ELVIS COSTELLO: Flop (shared)
almost blowing his image as
"tired" by actually appearing to
be. ahem, "drunk" on more than
one occasion. Close shaves weren't
they?
How about the,FLOP OF THE
YEAR (and I don't mean Johnny
Rotten's flat In Fulham). Take your
pick from Roddy LJewelyn
(Princess Margaret's friend),
Public Image Limited, XTC.
Thames Pop, Power Pop, Peter

strings on the halo- American
heartthrob) for WORST HOST OF
THE YEAR at the 'Grease' party,
amen ne mdn't even attend,
pre !erring seclusion of his
multlmillion pound yacht In
Venice.

and she has to change them in the

ladies).
DRUNK OF THE YEAR; and
here I falter. Certainly not Rick

JOIN PAUL

YOUNG and

JON FRE WIN: Drunk of
the year

DEATH OF THE YEAR, and what
an unpleasant subject-that is my

Wakeman (now down to two bolus/
of the "hard stuff"
seaweed
essence to you and every Jamateall
day), or Kris Kristofferime la
mere two bottles of "concentrated"
orange juice before breakfast) or
even James 'Magic Flute" Gale«
(who only gets drunk on St
Patrick's Day). How alhout
Wrecklem Eric, I (hough? Too
pathetic, rethought Ilow shall
Rod "my liver's swollen" Stewart.
Publicity again! Frank's Millar?

-

-a

r

1

EL'ION and ROD: near misses of
the year.
don't mean anything, don't you my
darlings? Especially when you
can't prove anything either! But
let's give a big hand this year to a
completely new award NEAR
MISS OF THE: YE AR

BILLY IDOL; Poser (shared)

-

(INCORPORATING BEST
PUBLICITY STUNT OF THE

Tosh ass pop star, Demie Rousso;
as a fan club president, Elvis

Costello as a "happy husband" or
Jean Jacques Burnet (remember

him?) as a "friendly persuader".
Not much to choose from is there'
But Juicy'; boa must go to Abba
(for being away), the Jam ((or

Hasnae touched a drop since
yesterday forenoon Reginald
Bosanquet? He just looks "tired"
Alright. I give up. Conceder lilis
award spilt between Jodi Paulsnit
Young (an Australian singer)
John "Jon" P'reWtn (our very °e'^
"typngrapnical designer" and
resident caveman ...for drt°ki 1(
two bottles of Bourbon at s
nightclub snit forgetting which

Record Mirra, December 30, 1975

town they were in!
And still there's still more!
How
about my newly instigated
for the most outstanding award

o

coloured vinyl! )
I don't feel I can go on without
giving Elaine Page at least a little
mention so how about SMALLEST
STEP FOR MANKIND award,
jointly shared with 'Evita' and all
who made her great Elaine also
romps home in the MOST
TASTEFUL NUDITY SCENE
(along with Lesley Anne Down) In
'The Life And Times Of Phyllis
Dixie'I, in direct contrast to the

NTELI.ECTU AL
ACHIEVEMENT? After very little
thought i have no, er, hesitation in.
Cr, kivtng it to, er, some
big mates
I

I

of mine know what I mean?)
In the
persons of the Lurk ere, To be
honest I can't think why!
Runners-up Include Howard Devoto
(master of the sublime location, the
Pregnant pause and precious little
else 1. Siouxsie and the Banshees
(who one could be forgiven for
thinking were suspicious of anyone
uttering more than a monosyllabic
"Yeah' In their presence) and the
entirely tedious and unrelenting
Jam
Which brings us on to the shaky
ground of the UNCONVINCING
LIAR OF THE YEAR award
(patron Tony Bralnsby, PR to the
"stars"). Always a popular section,
t

If

I

-

nominations this year have ranged
from Joyce 'Girl In The Mormon

r
S

a

Bullets' 'Girl On Page

/
1

1

WAYNE COUNTY: Expensive surgery
and blithely uncaring Brian Gibson
(Pye Records), appallingly
unconcerned Ellie Smith (CBS
Records), of course I mean ou!
to pop stars who should know better
(Jimmy Pursey, Joe Strummer

-

' 1;ij

Iq

ATTACHMENTS..
GIRLFRIEND OF THE YEAR:
shared between Bebe Rundgren
hadwas
all),s Paula ughYates
(sh(she's
only a bishop's
.1er
with
with a bit of the Irish in her..
,)
hder
and Britt Ekland, who's only ever
anywhere because of her manager
("that's Don Arden, by the way,"
as she and Jeff 'ELO' Lynne are
fond of saying), Poor Britt though.
She's shared the PARTYGOER of
the year award with the Boomtown
Rats and Blanca Jagger but sadly
romped home in the WORST
ACTRESS of the year award
(closely followed by Olivia
Newton -John).
Your faithful correspondent has
always been conscious of the
industry within which she works
the

i

JOHNNY ROTTEN / JOHN
LYNDON' Bore (shared) Flop
(PIL), Unconvincing liar
Case' McKinney right through to
former garage owner Bernard
"Bernie" Rhodes, Irate former
( manager of the Clash.
In fact, to be honest my dears (as
you know I always am). not a soul

1

and Islington's own 'face in a
million" Johnny Lydon himself). In
fact all I can do Is give an honorary
award to .. , well, I don't know how
to put this, but MYSELF. I'm sure
you'll understand!
Before we come to the BORES
(hold on, hold on), how about BEST
HOSTS: Bette Midler (for singing
at her own party), Bob Dylan (for
putting his arm round Graham
Parker at Blackbushe) and the

incredibly spendthrift Ariola
Records for taking our esteemed
editor to America? No contest
But BORES are something else
altogether. Do I hear nominations
for Al Clark (for living up to his
image). Johnny Lydon (for not
living up to his) and the Jam,( for
living in Woking). Or how about

i

BETTEMIDLER: Best
hostess (shared)
nas escaped my scrutiny when we

come to consider my award In this
section. Babble, bladder and
bullshit has escaped the mouths of
many consider worthy of better
things everyone from "expense
account" record company press
officers tall and inflated Geoff
Deane (United Artists), established
1

-

-

BIANCA JAGGER: worst

actress

'Grease', 'Jaws 2', 'Emmanuelle
Meets Burning Piranhas At Airport
78'? Disco dancing competitions?

Discos? Gay discos? Jazz-funk
disco records? Chartdisco
records?
Outright winner must be all of
those.
Next? Oh, yes, bodily
re -alterations. Wayne County wins
the EXPENSIVE SURGERY
award by a short nose (and god
knows what else), with Elton a poor
second with an Interrupted VERY

)

1

r
JAM. Flop (shared) Bore
shared)

1

EXPENSIVE SURGERY award
for his diminishing barnet.
Somebody did suggest that Sid 'n'
Nancy should be In here
somewhere, but t do feel that Is
a bit distasteful. And with bodily
alterations comes BODILY

"biz" to you

out there

- and I-

can't let the year go by without
mentioning a few of its most trusted
servants. Sadly the annual award
for PRESS OFFICER of the year
can't be retained by Al Clark (30),
now Virgin's Publicity Director
(and well above such things), so
congratulations to former Record

Mirror employee David Brown

(26). who now inherits the coveted
trophy. Brown has managed to
carry on his job, despite having
hardly any acts to represent
and this, I feel, merits
some kind of recognition.
As for SLEEPING PRESS
OFFICER (holders: Michael Gray
(United Artists) and Tom Nolan
(EMI), no surprises. Clear winners
are the press guardians of Pye
Records who, I understand, still
draw wages, and the magnificently
over -staffed CBS multi -national
conglomerate. The latter,
triumphantly, have overcome
Parkinson's Law and have been able, for the whole year, to employ
loads of people to do the work of one
unpleasantly bad-tempered
secretary And long may they

prosper!
Other business awards must go
for GIMMICK OF THE YEAR,
scooped magnificently by WEA
with a single (by the Cars) that
everybody bought and nobody
listened to. This was, of course,
the picture disc, an unpleasant
phenomenon that I feel we shall
have to live with throughout the
coming year. OVERPLAYED
GIMMICK OF THE YEAR (a new
award) is shared by every record
company currently releasing what
we In the trade call "product", due
to-their energetic use of coloured
vinyl for every single that doesn't
look like ft's going to sell any other
way.
And while we're about it
SERVICES TO THE INDUSTRY
award to Doeflex Compounds
(Swindon) Ltd, suppliers of
virtually al/ the aforementioned

3' and

everyone who was ever persuaded
to drop their drawers for the
Stranglers (and Bob Geldof we
don't mean you) I.
You mean you want more?
POSERS. Billy Idol (Wet of the
year). Caroline Coon, Parsons and
Burchlll, Mike Oldfield, Harvey
Goldsmith, Graham Parker, Hugh
Cornwell.
NON -POSERS: (incorporating
STARS OF THE YEAR): Bette
Mldler, ALL of Honey M, Harvey
Goldsmith, Mike Oldfield, Farrah
Fawcett Majors (by nearly
drowning she proved she was
human), George Clinton.
LET -DOWNS: 'Jaws 2',
Knebworth 2, the Tubes, the Jam,
PUT UPS: Johnny Rotten's pad
in Fulham.
QUOTES OF THE YEAR: "It's
great to be back in England"
(Everyone and anyone).
"It can't fail" (Everyone and
anyone talking about the new
Boney M single).
"The golden touch has run out"
(Everyone and anyone talking
about the new Robert Stigwood
film. ESPECIALLY 'Sgt Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band'.
"No free trips, no free lunches,
nothing" (Parsons and BurchW ).

PHILOSAN AWARD FOR AGE
BEYOND THEIR YEARS: Paul
Weller, The Banshees, Mark Perry,
Kate Bush.

LEAST SUCCESSFUL STUNT OF
THE YEAR: Anyone having
surgery to look like Elvis
Presley,

STILL NOT THERE AWARD:
boring old Bob Seger, XTC.
THIS YEAR'S ROLLING
STONES: Boomtown Rats.
THIS YEAR'S AMEN CORNER:
The Jam.

SPECIAL EEC. AWARD FOR
SERVICES TO MUSIC: Georgic,
Moroder, Pete Bellote and Frank

Farlan.

ADDITIONAL EEC AWARD FOR
BRAVERY: Jan Telger of Norway
(he got no votes in the Eurovlslon
Song Contest).

ADDITIONAL EEC AWARDS FOR
DISAPPEARING QUIETLY:
Baccara.
PLEASANT FAT MEN AWARD:
Meat Loaf, Jacob Miller of Inner
Circle
UNPLEASANT FAT MEN
AWARD' Demis Roussos, Pere
Ubu, Steve Jones.

SPECIAL RAMONES AWARD

FOR SERVICES TO ART. XTC
(If they're still around).
AWARD FOR SERVICES TO

LANGUAGE AND TRUTH: Millie
Jackson.

ELAINE PAIGE: Smallest
step for mankind

,

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
AWARD FOR BRITISH
EXPORTS: Kate Bush , In
kimono,
.

SPECIAL AWARD FOR
SERVICES TO POETRY: Wilko
Johnson, Linton Kwesl Johnson.
USED CARSALESMEN AWARD
FOR SMILING ALL THE WAY TO
THE BANK: Devo, the former
Sex Pistols. Ronald Biggs.
CAUSE OF THE EAR
racialismnythg
(and everything) against
including Northern cartoonists.

-
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MOST BORING TAX EXILE
AWARD: Steve Harley.
MOST INTERESTING TAX
EXILE AWARD: Status Quo.

FASHIONS OF THE YEAR: Red,
Green and Gold woolly hats,
"Bottomless" trousers (as worn by
Britt Ekland). Stovepipe hats,
boiler sults, braces (on the teeth ).
braces (on Patti Smith). flares
(making a big comeback In '78
thanks to Bob Dylan and Al Clark),
hats.

CLIVE JAMES AWARD FOR
HAIRSTYLES OF THE YEAR:
(holder: Jordon): Peter Gabriel
and Mike Oldfleld (for cutting
theirs), Mick Jones and Brian
James (for growing theirs),
Howard Devoto and Alble Donnelly
( for not having any in the first
place), Peter Cook and Kevin
Keegan for their perms. .
LEAST PUBLICISED POOR
PERSON OF THE YEAR: Rod
Stewart ... If you only but knew It.

l

VALDERMA AWARD FOR
ETERNAL YOUTHFULNESS:
The Motors, Cliff Richard, Eric
Clapton (Eh?) most of the
Stranglers, Phil Lynott, Lou Reed,
Brian James, The Ramones.

SPECIAL LENNY BRUCE

1

ENGLISH ROSE AWARD: Kate
Bush .
Ina good light.

B/
BOB MARLEY: Great

Tradition Award (smoking)

MOST PUBLICISED "POOR"
PERSON: Malcolm McLaren and
Vivian Westwood, Bernard Rhodes
(share It out please!)

SKELETON IN THE CUPBOARD
AWARD: Poly Styrene for services
to GTO, Ronald Biggs for services
as tea boy, Paul Slmenon for his
support of Frank Sinatra and Moss
Bros and Sham 69 for their support
of the Cambridge Folk Festival.
CORONATION STREET AWARD:
John Cooper Clarke,
ACTOR OF THE YEAR: David
Bowie 'Just A Giglio'. Phil Lynott
in tight trousers and Steve Jones in
Hollywood leisure wear

UNFORTUNATE RETIREMENT:
Bob Harris lover 30).
NON -MARRIAGE OF THE YEAR:
Bob Geldof and Paula (almost)
Geldof.

VICTORIA CROSS FOR
BRAVERY' Anybody a ho slagged
off J. J. Burnet t in print) or
Jake Rivera (in person).
DISTINGUISHED CONDUCT
MEDAL: FOR ENDURANCE
Anybody who queued for Grease,
Star Wars. Jaws 2. Superman, Rob
Dylan concert tickets or new
Boney M singles.

And that about wraps it up my
dears, if you get my meaning! My
are
alltime WALLIF.S of the year
without a doubt "chubby'' Steve
Gook
Paul
"boyish"
and
Jones
thegreat
aithougn without them tradition
of
superstar "lamming" have lived
never
would
the sixties
to watch
on I confidently expect
at Wembley Arena
ngw ithh Eric C7aplon and Muddy
aoom
Waters.
go In
And if anything has got to
it's going to
1979, 1 know just what
IBY
commas
"Inverted"
be.
I'll
darlings, don't you hate 'em?next
see you all, bright and early,
byeeeeeeee.
then,
Till
year.

thear
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nine months or no, wanting to etc
something happen. So undue
pressure comes on the baa4
produce hits, There's this ;theme
about hit records. but you have
It the right way. You have to alto
the band to develop naturally, g
they are in a business and if the
expect a high advance (as they alf
do), the company has to be rover(
They are emotional. unstable
people, musicians, as all email.*
people are. The pressure just builds

.AN
Ph

T"

"If everybody agreed to have
truce (though it'll never happen)a

'=
"I

N
a

JOE STRUMJLR

MONEY

Rezillos'

terms,

the'

split simply

couldn't have happened at
a worse time. With only six
out of a scheduled 37 dates of
a tour completed, and with a
single, 'Destination Venus'
just hitting the charts, they
announced their decision to
break up
in the process
bringing rise of the single to
a swift halt, and losing the
money they, and the people
around them, had already
invested in the tour.

-

Or will the
machine kill?
TO A band that's been struggling along for
months on next to no equipment, dole money
and not telling the Security office about their
gigs), signing a record deal is like being given the
key to Eldorado.
But is it? The big cash advance on royalties
(and that depends on how clever the manager is)
might seem impressive on paper, but it usually
breaks down to about £25 a week for each of the
band to live on while they make an album,
sometimes has to cover the studio time and other
costs, and the running of a tour. It does NOT
mean having the readies to slap down on a new
car.
The days are (hopefully) gone when bands
would sign contracts without getting them
checked by someone who understands them. One
band which was big in the sixties was so
overwhelmed at being told they could have
clothes accounts in Carnaby Street and buy any
car they wanted, they didn't pay too much
attention to the small print and ended up with
very little to show for a string of hit singles.
Fortunately that doesn't often happen now (who'd
want to go to Carnaby-Street anyway?).

The hidden danger isn't sneaking around in the
contract these days, but it's there. And it's
showing. It's after the contract is signed that
bands are finding themselves -Under pressure to
work within the record company framework: to
produce HITS, make MONEY and let the company
see a return on their INVESTMENT. The advance
doesn't come free... .
Bands don't bargain for paying back in terms of
and that's not too
nervous breakdown
dramatic an example. Many of the bands signed in
the last 18 months won't make it through the next
year. As musicians get disillusioned and disabused
of their dreams about a récord deal, the hasslés
with the company will get too much and they'll
just drop out. And if they can't come up with hit
records, the company will drop them like a hot
potato.
a
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But as Eugene Reynolds says,
"We'd rather finish on good terms.
If you keep on under these circumstances, the things that are

splitting you

up
exaggerated until we

become

might have

ended up hating each other.
While the rest of the group seemed
much -more prepared to toe the line
and tolerate it. This eventually led to
Fay and Eugene splitting, with the,
others electing to stay where they
were.
As Fay points out, they didn't have
any illusions about the biz
they
expected It to be rotten. But It turned
out to be even worse than they'd
expected.
"When you're working In a record
company," says Fay, "you get to
meet the people at the top much
more easily than you would if you
were say, In the factory, so you can
see the whole rotten business from a
closer viewpoint the truth comes
home a lot more quickly.
"Basically, the people at the top
seem to have a complete Inability to
distinguish what's good from what's
bad. That's why they all got Ina rut
before the new wave came along."
The same people at the top, they
claim, put 'Invisible pressures' on
them to change their original alms
and conform to their Ideas until "It
got to the point where everything
was so watered down through people
not understanding, and not being
prepared to understand, that It Just
wasn't worthwhile. What we were
coming up with simply wasn't giving
us any pleasure."
So, after the release of 'Venus'
record they reckon they were forced
into recording in the wrong studio.
under the wrong conditions they
decided to get out. Rightly or
wrongly, it's a brave move. From a
reasonably' safe future, they're
going back north to what they expect
will be at least a year of uncertainty
while they sort out the remaining
debts, Contract problems, etc.
Financially, It's pretty unsafe. But
on a personal level, they say their
finances can hardly be worse than
they were while they were with Sire
on a wage of f25 a week, often with
hardly enough to keep them In food.
"We'd walk Into the record
company, not having eaten In two
days, and instead of them giving us
the 10 quid we needed to keep us
going over the next few days, they'd
take us out to a posh restaurant for
which was the last
an 190 meal
thing we needed.
It seems they Just don't know
how to spend their money. You get
all these good groups, living on a
pittance because they love their
music, and they hope that someday
they'll make It," says Eugene. "But
how many of them ever do?"
Back in Edinburgh, once they
have got their future sorted out and
they're legally free to start again.
Fay and Eugene plan to form a new
group. which will record on their
own, Independent label. Naturally,
this will bring its own very different
pressures chiefly financial unes
but they reckon It'll be worth it,
bemuse this time, they'll be In
charge. And after what they've been
through with a big company, that's
what's Important to them.

-
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SOME OF the quarrels The
Clash have had with CBS
have been over minor
Issues
like why they didn't get as
presents as former
Christmas
good
stablemate David Essex. But others
go deeper.
"It always seems to work out that
what they want us to do is the opposite to what we want to do. The
adverts they print in the papera, the
promotion, anything. But even when
it starts to get on top of you, we say
'If you can't stand the heat stay out
of the kitchen'. We always think
we're lucky to be signed with a big
label after so long without one.
"In a couple of weeks, CBS is gonna
release two more tracks from the
album as a single, even though
we've just finished recording two
new songs that could be the single.
It's because they want to sell the
album. We told them 'we're the
same group that made the album
remember' but we're powerless to
stop them putting it out. It makes me
feel sick. It's just a waste of
everybody's time.
"When we signed I was told we
had total artistic control. So we
have, over what we record, but not
what the record company choose to
do with it afterwards- Maybe I've
been to naive.
"And without Bernie (Rhodes,
their ex manager) we're having to
take over what he did and having to
decide what to do, that's another
pressure we can do without. We're
hopeless at business.
"We got a 150,000 advance one
year and 150,000 the next but that's
all gone. We spent It on tours and
recording mostly. We don't get tour
support like some bands do, when
the record company helps out with
because the tour
touring costs
helps sell the album and the company benefits. We've never had that
and we've had to borrow. We're all
in debt, I wouldn't like to say how
much, but it's debt with a capital D.
"We're all on 125 a week, as we've
always been. Topper and me are
looking for somewhere to live.
Topper's dossing just now and I'm In
a squat. But I try to think of the gigs
first. If I do a really good gig, then I
feel like solving all my problems.
"But CBS would never dare to tell
us what to do onstage, hr what to
record. We only give them an
album's worth, no more, so they
have to use all the songs. We're
always pushing It to the limit.
"I wouldn't like to make any
predictions about the future of the
Clash In case It backfires."

-

-
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years

Very few (weighing
everything up) lust now will has,
the chance to do It In America. Torn
Robinson has probably got It. And
the Boomtown Rats is a classic car
of how to do it the right way.
"There are few British acts that
these
can make It in America
would be the ones I'd sign."

-
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'lets he sensible about tide
and work It out over five years thxr.
wouldn't be people running abet(
paranoid. But I think It's wrong Is
say to a band 'don't worry' bees".
they should be aware of what's
happening, but it should he put U
such a way that It doesn't seem Iqe
a panto. Of course they want hits,
they all do.
"I've dealt with Iota of groups that
said they didn't want to sign to a tog
company, then they do, But thee
must have personal attention
"Managers still rip off 'nth*
bands, though It's not as had b it
was five years ago. But you only ofl
the band's story. Sometrmes t1.
manager may have been supportbtg
them for months, to stop them
starving, then they might turn round
and tell the manager to piss off. II'e
difficult If you're In a group to un,
derstand the business.
"As to survival, you have to look to
America. If they can survive then,
maybe they'll be around for 10
and said

1
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'(I'm) Stranded' Three albums and
several singles later, the hand was
dumped by EMI a couple of months
ago their manager had high tads'
It back to Oz several weeks blare

-

they got the elbow, leaving them to
get through it on their own.
"I had no Illusions when I !Wild t0
EMI because they liecaSM la
terested In the Saints after tie!
already had some success r't
'Stranded'. I've never suffered bon
delusions about major record
companies being benevolent
societies.
To give them their due, !O
didn't interfere artisUcally atoll WI
that was a good thing becalm
seemed at the time that s
requirement of a job in
being tone deaf.
A"acs
Obviously U you sign to a mejui
record company you expacl a
amount of

promotion

backing. However what happier."'

j/
5
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NICK MOBBS
NICE MOSES. ex EMI
A&R. now Automatic

Records.
"One of the problems Is that the
bands get signed too early. It's,not
because they're too young, but_
they're not emotionally ready for it.
That can be the fault of the manager
who wants to get them signed, the
hand themselves for the big advance, or the record company who
wants to get them before someone
else does. i've done that myself. and
it's a dangerous thing.
"The group represents a
phenomenal investment so the
company always get panicky after

most groups who were signed
was that EMI couldn't eel»i* them, and as the corporate

the jungle reigns at Steltebe
Square, those who immediately s5
well were promoted farther
those who didn't were Mopp

completely.

Although the logic that
EMI stop pressing 'Perfect
a rer
which at the Ume was MUMNit
charts, escapes me, f hu d
I
NU
inability to understand
tactical brilliance behind led P'.0
that
was the ma 1 or factor
t01.
breakdown of our
it mt/R
relationship I guess them
br
been important for by
1h'
loved, and understood

tttf

fiats,

"Since then I've lea nt
portance of being anrrC'camli~'
how n
the music Iwslnea/
pe4
win friends and influence wily.
"I can't remember
was
much the advance however
't
saw much of It)

I
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The group represents a phenomenal investment
so the company always get panicky after nine
months or so, wanting to see something happen.
So undue pressure comes on the band to produce hits.
Nick Mobbs, Automatic Records
fairly substantial. I'm deeply sorry
If this in any way was responsible for
the rise In price of admission to
bingo halls in Blackpool or the cost
of nuclear bombs. But there's not a
lot I can do about It."

rested, It's not true that I went
bonkers,It Just got' too much. There
were plenty of pressures on me. But
they were OK, as long as you could
take them with a sense of humour.
But then I went to New York. It
really turned my head. All that
attention
they treat you like
you're really different. It got to me.
"I was worn out and I was doing
drugs. Nothing hard
I wouldn't
ever touch anything hard
but I
was smoking a lot. People were all
around telling me how wonderful I
was. I didn't exactly start to believe
it. but 1 started to get very insecure.
If there weren't four or five people
around me, I started worrying I was
doing something wrong.
"I overdosed on rigging. The rest
of the band were sensible
they
would finish a gig and go straight

-
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home to bed. I'd go out and have

'
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JIMMY PURSE Y

IGHT FROM the beginning,
Jimmy Pursey has used his
position on-stage with Sham to
put over his own forceful ideas
trying to unite his fans and get them
,

i
,

to keep out of trouble. He's un-

fortunately attracted a contingent of

-

boot boys
and sometimes the
and
opposition comes along too
it's not only me who's wary of going
to his gigs in case 1 get a bottle on the
back of the head.
It has been suggested to Jimmy by
the record company that he try to
lose this Image, but Jimmy doesn't
want to abandon any part of his
legion of fans. It could be this that's
caused the pressure that's led to a
virtual nervous breakdown. He feels
responsible for the behaviour of his
fans.
He told us that he'd locked himself
in his hotel room after a gig in
Manchester and refused to come
out. When the door was broken
down, he was rushed to hospital
suffering from nervous collapse.
"At the gig I had a bad cold, my
head was killing me and I was
thinking about how I felt and what aI
was. I stopped and thought 'I am
human being and you want me to be
a robot.' When I worked for f2 a day
in a Wimpy people didn't ask me
about the state of the country.
"I'm more at home in the studio
now because, to tell you the truth,
touring, getting in vans and staying
in hotels screws me up

-
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POLYSTYRENE
POLY STYRENE, the girl who

the teeth brace
fashionable, almost got
made

overtaken by her own Image. Swung
from the small time of gigs at the
Hope & Anchor to a couple of hit
singles_ a contract with EMI and
appearances on Top Of The Pops,
she found people expected her to live
up ,to her image. She started out
singing about the plastic trash of the
day's society and almost ended up as
a figurehead to It.
She now denies that she's under
any pressure or strain, but that
wean 't the story In September, when
she look herself off to the country to
gel away from it all.
"I had to get away, so I went to the
e"untry for a few weeks I saw a
PaYchlatrist once, Mostly I Just

Poly sorted herself out with a self
imposed stay in a mental home,
where the sight of the real crazies
sobered her up. but fast.
She says now that she's under no
pressure and that she doesn't have
anything to do with the business side
of the band's affairs. But she's
allegedly been missing out on hand
soundchecks and only turning up at
gigs minutes before they're due to go
onstage. However, they've just
finished a successful tour and they
have their album 'Germ Free
Adolescents' out and doing well.
Maybe Poly saw the light in time.

,

and the Beeb only put five on the
playlist and three of them were by
established artists. We've got a
track by The Jam at the moment,
and that's got a four letter word on it
that will have to be changed if they'
want li to come out as a single or the
Beeb won't play it. It's not a case of
putting pressure on the band, but if
It's not changed it's not going to be a
single because it won't get played.
"Obviously I'm concerned about
the money they yet. If they can't pay
the rent and don't have enough to eat
a band's going to break up. While a
small record company might be able
to devote more time to them or
understand them better they can't
give them the big advance.
"Most of the contracts we have
are five years, on a one yearly option. That gives the band a chance to
get out if they feel things aren't
happening for them. The most difficult problem we come up against
from my point of view is if they want
to specify the money spent on
promotion. We strive to get the
records as good as possible then they
won't need that much promotion.
The trouble is that artists are
usually not well versed in business.
But a good manager will understand
the contract and will be able to

explain it to the band.
"As far as live gigs, if we think
they're doing the wrong thing on
stage we would suggest that they
change something. We couldn't
compel them to play something and
there's rarely a contractual influence. Most of it would be by
persuasion: you have to convince
them it's the best for them. But they
have their own Identity to preserve
too, If you can't persuade them that
It's right,then you've failed with
building up a relationship with the
band

e

It seems that this is the only
aspect of the Virgin deal that has
really pissed off the band. The new
album and subsequent tour should
be forthcoming around March/April
of nest year.
Although the Skids show no signs
of big business "pressure", they
show signs of being Irritable rather
than disillusioned.

f
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ALAN SIZER
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ALAN SIZER General Manager
of A&R Polydor
"Yes, I think young bands do
expect too much when they sign to a
record company. For many of them,
their records are really terrific and
Important to them, they've spent
months writing their music and it's
their whole life. A record company
takes a more functional view- If you
have 47 artists on your label, Including The Who and Bryan Ferry
obviously you have to think of them
too and that creates problems. It's
also likely a record company might
just sit back and wait for the big
record to come up. It's all hard to
explain to young guys who don't
have much money and who have to
live to play their music. It's all a bit
of a Jungle,
"You direct them as much as It's
necessary. try to improve what
they've got. You have to look at
everything on Its merit, find out
what the hand lacks, it anything.
Perhaps we might suggest a particular studio, say In the country so
that they can live with their single
for two weeks without Interruptions
"It happens all the time, that a
band doesn't want to take direction.
But you try to build up a relationship
with a band. Really the music
business is a contradiction m terms
music and business. But
sometimes you have to persuade a
band to make a change that they
Is compromising their
music, as they see it.
"One band that knows exactly
what It's doing, what it wants and
has a clear view of the future is
Sioux-Me and the Banshees. They
know what's coming next. But bands
like that are a rarity.
"At all times there are bands who
are likely to go under. The other
week there were 162 singles released

might think
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SKIDS
a bunch of wide-eyed
teenagers from Dunfermline,
who recently signed to Virgin
Informed us that, over a record
company lunch, they Were told that
someone at Virgin had insisted that
the band drop certain numbers from
the set, replacing them with more
"commercially viable" stuff. Referring to the hand that feeds,
Stuart Adamson states: "We were
listening to the voice of experience.
But we've got different opinions
now. We'd never get into that
situation again. So far, we haven't
been saying THIS IS WHAT WE
WANT, even in the studio. But from
now on It's got to be like that."
Stuart Adamson: "When someone
says something like that you take it
seriously and really start to question
your own judgement, question the

THE SKIDS,

songs."
Richard Johson, lead
"We've got lots of songs
lost, good songs. Songs we
play on stage and which
great choices for I.P5,"

vocalist:
which are
don't,even
should be

On stage one of the songs dropped
was called 'London'.
a head
Richard: "The man
just didn't like
A& R man at Virgin
our opinion of 'London'
Stuart: "It didn't fit with his

- -

rules".

The plan seems to be that the

currently shelved material will

be

used on The Skids debut album, and
will, hopefully become more popular
with audiences and, as a result, will
make a return to the set.

-

after

a week, he's managed to sell

some

b i k

e

your

s,

loan Is then recoupable. But If he
never sells anything in the first
place, your money is then nonreturnable. It's the same with a
record company's advance to a

group."

The Rich Kids' initial advance has
spent on every day costs
(wages, on the road expenses.
management etc) and they're not
due to get any more money from
EMI for a year. Nor are they due
any royalties..
"It all depends on your contract,"
says Pete. "Sometimes you can
work it out so you get 5O per cent of
your royalties. But in our case, the
deal is that we don't get any until our
Initial advance has been recouped "
So at the moment, the band are
self-sufficient?
"One hopes so," says Pete. "But
we can't dawdle. They've got to
good album
deliver an album
soon,"
Which, I point out, Is exactly the
sort of pressure which might affect a
knowing that they have to
group
come up with, something as good as,
if not better than. what's gone
before. But in this case it seems that,
if there Is any pressure (which I
Imagine there must be) It doesn't
reach the band, "I think there are
some things musicians shouldn't be
told." says Pete.And Glen agrees: "Manágement
shouldn't tell bands things out of
duty. Being on the spot too much
only makes you worried. Like you
were saying about Poly Styrene
being affected by the Pressure.
somebody obviously didn't realise
how delicate she was,
"You have to trust your manager
If you can't
to a certain degree
trust your management, it's your
own fault for making a bad
assessment in the first place. We
tried half -a -dozen different sharks
before we ended up with this one."
So overall, the group seem to be
doing OK on a day to day level: as
Steve New says: "We wouldn't have
done anything differently. Anyway,
we don't want to look backwards
we want to go forward from here."
And. looking forward, the group's
first aim is to record their new
and get it out on time.
album
'Ghosts'. it seems, was ready four
its initial release
before
months
date, though the question of who was
to blame seems hazy.
been

RICH KIDS
AROUND THE music biz this
time last year, there were
two words on everyone's
lips
Rich Kids. A new band formed by an ex -Pistol and the former
singer with Silk: a group being given
a hero's welcome by their record
and the music
company
EMI
press alike
In retrospect, all that attention,
though understandable under the

-

-

-

clrcuinstances, was overenthusiastic and definitely

premature.
"We were a bit green," admits
Glen Matlock," and we didn't know
any different. I thought that was how
after all, the
every band did It
only other band I'd been in was the
Pistols, who got thrown. in at the
deep end as well, so It was hard for
me to get a proper perspective on it.
"There seems to be a much
quicker 'turnaround in bands these
days In the old days, a group wquld
play the clubs for five years before
they made it. Now you're Judged on
the first thing you do, so everyone's
listening to Immature ideas. I mean,
if the first thing you did was your
best, there'd be no room for improvement, would there?
"I think It's a shame It has to be
like that, but that's the way things
are In 1978. People are like sponges,
soaking things up."
The Rich Kids' own first efforts
met with varying success. Their
first single 'Rich Kids' was a hit, but

-

{

manager Peter Walmsley explains,
"That's only for paperwork if we
do one album in 10 months, and
another in three, that's OK."
A record company advance, Peter
explains, is a loan which is
recoupable, but not returnable.
(Eh?) For those of you who know as
much about money as me, he explains it in simple terms: "Say you
lend a bloke a tenner for a week to
set up a business selling bicycles If,

both the follow ups 'The Sound Of
Marching Men' and 'Ghosts Of
Princes In Towers' failed to make
the charts. Their album, also called
'Ghosts Of Princes In Towers' got
mixed reviews (most' of which were
justifiably dubious about Mick
Ronson's muddy production, which
failed to bring out the best In their
songs) and only got to the lower
reaches of the album charts.
On live gigs too, the band got a
hostile reaction, particularly from
northern audiences, because their
which they
initial statements
admit were partly planned to get
that they were one step
publicity
on from punk.
"We forgot that, though down in
London we were already bored with
punk, up north they were only just
getting into It," says Glen. "So they
we
felt hostile, because they felt that
were taking away something
was theirs "
In a situation like that, they
reckon there are two alternative
answers you can change your tune
to suit the audience. or you that
simply slog away, hoping point
people will come round to your the
of view, The Rich Kids took
again with varying
latter course
amounts of success
and
Despite these initial setbacksseem
problems, however, the group
first
year
their
fairly pleased withwith EMI
together, as they do
Is to
Their deal with the company or
make four albums in three years. as
Although,
months.
nine
one every

-

-

-

-

-

-a

-

-

-

-

"It Isn't EMI, Manchester
Square's fault," says Pete
"'They've got no control over what
goes on at the pressing plant

at

Hayes. A machine breaking down
there, or a strike, can hold up a
whole line of albums In that
situation, It's public opinion which
If there's
decides what you press
only one machine, and you have a
choice of pressing Kate flush, or the
Saints. what do you do? More people
want Kate Bush. so you press Kate
Bush
"Really, It's down to humana
failure, and in a big firm, you have
'greater number of people, so the
failure rate is higher " points out,
(Incidentally. as he
label
signing to a small, independent still
doesn't help, either,

-

to go

Y

eso 8

t.ce

theirhave

records pressed)

ed that. while
The band are agre
these are

technical problems like
a stronger
unavoidable. they're innew,
.
y
position with EMI,
more

because

knowledgeable.

they're

in charge,
"'By now we know
the abel
me kno w W go ral g ht,sto
year we
as
"L
manager, ' says Pele and we
didn't
were all a bit new to it,
now we
to.
But
go
to
know where
know who to go to to get things
done."
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top
The body of a 16 year old. The brain of a 35 year old: That's Rachel Sweet.
ROSALIND RUSSELL did the interviewing

ICTURE, IF you will,
a room full of
ambitious mothers,
each flapping round
their small offspring and
throwing out
daggers -drawn looks to
everyone. It's the waiting
room, just prior to
auditions for TV adverts.
The nervous kids are in
hysterics and the seasoned
troupers are winding them
up by telling them they'll
never gel the part anyway
because the director

prefers blondes. Little
Mary -Ellen has wet her
knickers and her mother's
having a fit, to match her
blue hair.

(You've imagined all that?
Good- Dramatic, isn't it')
You might also imagine that
such an introduction to fame and
fortune at the tender age of six
would make some of these kids
pretty hardbit ten (the ones that
didn't actually end up on Valium
by the time they were eight, that

is).

Well, I'm not saying Rachel ,
Sweet is hard bitten, but she's
Certainly got all her marbles when
it comes to her career plans. She's
four foot .11 inches of blistering
voice and astute business acumen.
Even from the giddy heights of
five foot three, I felt quite
intimidated Not that she was at
quite the
all unpleasant
opposite. And she's not precocious

...

like that horrible brat Tatum

.

O'Neal. I was Just taken aback
being confronted with a tiny 16
year old body with a 35 year old
brain. And I have to add that her
voice comes in about the
mid -twenties somewhere.
All of this does tie up with the
neurotic mothers and prematurely
narcisistic kids. Because Rachel
was working In TV advertising
from the age of six, though she
says her parents weren't the
horrific sort at all and she really
quite enjoyed doing it.
"To say I wasn't pushed into it
would be lying," said Rachel. "I
was brought up in a practical
atmosphere and my parents saw I'
had talent at an early age. I went
around the house singing all the
ads, imitating them perfectly. So I
don't resent my parents at all. I
used to be flown down to New
York from Akron and do three
auditions and then fly home. Then
maybe we'd get a call that I'd got
one. so I'd fly back the next week
and record it.
"I Just hated the auditions,
because it would bé Ina room with
50 other girls like me It's a very
artificial world ... like mothers
who dye their kids' hair for the
day There were some horrendous
mothers. I got hardened and I
didn't like that I saw through a lot
'of stuff."
S' funny how you never think of
that when you watch the ad for
Birds Eye beefburgers you know
the one. where the kids are on a
trip to France, and Ben insists on
Birds Eye, It's my favourite just
now), although there's a few TV
kids that could do with a clout.

'

1

ANYWAY. long before
Rachel was giving it laldy
on the rock circuit, she was
helping to sell hair driers.
toothpaste and candy bars.

"In the candy bar 'ad, I had to
give the bar to this little boy who
had to take a bite of it. We filmed
that scene 104 times and he had to
keep going off to throw up. But I
wouldn't mind doing ads now, as
long as I didn't have to audition."
With such an early start in TV, I
was surprised she hadn't gone in
for films. After all, it's quite an
advantage to look younger than
you are for the movies.
^I did try out for 'The Exorcist'
when I was 11
the part Linda
Blair got," Rachel admitted. "I
went into the audition room and
they gave me the script to read,
But I didn't like It, y'know, all that
bad language. It wasn't like selling
toothpaste, I just couldn't see
myself doing it. My parents didn't
really know anything about It, but
when the film came out and they
saw it, they were pleased I hadn't
done it.
"Besides, just because I can sell
a product doesn't mean I can act."
Rather than head towards the
silver screen, Rachel decided to
sing, and signed with a small
Texas based record company.
"The owner saw me in Nashville
I used to go there a lot when I
was singing country music. I had
one country single get Into the
charts, called 'We Live In Two

-

-

Different Worlds'."
It's Obvious from listening to a
couple of the tracks on her 'Fool

Around' album that she's a good
mimic. Her copy of Dolly Parton
and Brenda Lee are excellent.
There are other comparisons to
Brenda Lee who was also a small
lady with an explosive voice and
she too started in music very
young
"At the time. I thought I'd be a
country singer for the rest of my

T

said Rachel. "I was 12 years
old. It's hard enough getting
anywhere in rock at 16, so it was
impossible at 12. I did get an offer
from a record company, but they
wanted me to wait two years. I
didn't want to do that. In country,
it doesn't matter if you're
12 or 80."
But country is a different pan of
grits to the wonderful world of
Stiff Records. And Rachel has
found herself hitting the UK at the
tall end of new wave (or at least,
old new wave),

"I haven't had any lessons since
I came off the tour two weeks ago
and it's been heaven," said

life."

'

"I squirm," she said, duly
"I don't like the term
new wave. I don't want to become
old wave, I want to hang around. I
don't want to fade out or have
labels put on me. In the long
term,' she added, as if we were at
a board meeting, "I see myself in
rock.
squirming.

"'Fool Around' is a compilation
of what I wanted to do. It's more
like a showcase really. The next
album isn't going to be anything
like that I'm afraid of getting a
label I might not be able to shake
off "
She took another swig of her
ginger ale (her sister Lia Is on diet
Pepsi and they both admit to
having put on too much weight,
eating their way across Britain I.

-

SHE decided definitely on
her rock career last year,
encouraged by her parents
who had already given her
the chance to back out and lead a
"normal" life Her mother died
five months ago, but her father
insists she keeps up her education
She's had a tutor travelling on
the road with her, making sure she
keeps up to exam standard.

Rachel. "I don't have the energy
to pick up a geometry book."
I guessed she must be a pretty
famous person back home in
Akron, specially at school.
"I'm famous for being in the
Firestone High gymnastIcs team;"
she replied. "And I'm famous far
being here, in England. But hone
in the States, they know me better
for my balance beam technique. I
do all right, but I'm not great.
I like sports and I like being in
shape though I'm not too much
in shape at the moment:" she
added, looking at her stomach

-

-

She says she's ready to go home
now she's been in the UK sine*
the middle of September and is
looking forward to seeing her

-

family again.

"My dad calls quite often.
because he worries about my

and I haver'
health. I'm anaemic
n
Hs

been eating the right things.
also worries about business- He a

very shrewd. With me bring
minor, It's very hard to get POI-

to take me seriously "
d
Oh, I dunno, I take her serf
And I believe her when she says
time
she'll have a Rolls by the

she's

18.

"Well, that's the quote the Pt+
seem to use most," Rachel
remarked with the tired eased

much interviewed lady.
"I'm very into commerclrllsm
and I've always wanted to fu4ro
famous. But when I get my
million. I wont really be sprtrre"
Ih
It on cars. I'll invest it into
re -promotion of Rachel Sweet
Gulp.

De
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149?
I'M lb years old and

have
been out with two girls.
'tltb was when I was
about 12, and I didn't
really have much of a

relatyartattlp with either of
them, as I only saw them
at school. Out of school. 1
never kissed either of
them
so I finished with
them. I put this down to

-

immaturity,

There is one girl who
wants to go out with me at
the moment, who I

GETTING TO
THE CLINIC
already know, Although I
see her at discos,

I feel
to ask

too embarrassed
her out and I think she
knows IL Have I been put
-off because of my earlier
experiences of girls? Am
I a late developer? My
parents disapproveof me
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the

first hoar, I had

never

build

older brother, Who

Is now

IPfIg

a

and engaged, going especially my own family
and friends. My parents
are going through a bad
stage too, and my mother
is currently seeking a
divorce.
home.
What I really want is a
Dave, Preston
boy of my own age to
From what you say, form a lasting relationyour
seem to be ship, but I don't know how
the bpagrgents Inhlblttng to go about It. I cannot tell
factor
Your attitude who is gay and who Is not,
towards girls. Many although I do try to suss
parents do find It hard to people out. I know that If I
accept that their children found someone else Ws
are growing - up faster would make me a happy
than they ever could have and new person. The only
believed. And while alternative is suicide.
you're living
ng at home and
Chris, West Essex
ill beingnaturallyo
by Some people are
pp
expect hetroaexual,
sexually or
you to conform to their emotionally drawn to the
beliefs. Yet, despite your opposite sex? Some are
parents' somewhat homosexual
restrictive views on the tell us that one Instatistics
every 20
subject of girlfriends, people you meet
are
your older brother has likely to be gay. Others,
already broken down a often
rejected by
few of the barriers. Talk homosexuals
things over with him. hetrosexuals alike, and
He's been through it all bisexual, equally are
before you and should tracted to either boys ator
have something con- girls, men or women. You
structive to say.
don't have to feel abYou're certainly old normal. You're not.
enough to have your own These convenient labels
circle of friends now, both simply refer to con boys and girls. It's up to treating ways of relating
you to show your mum to people. They cover
and dad that you're sexual and social difresponsible enough to ferences not diseases.
22

Á

hurting anybody,

with his girlfriend.
It's difficult to talk to
them about the modern
way of life and girlfriends
let alone taking them

-

R

strted

-

-

1
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...

...

i

know
I'm gay
it's hell

.

Bad SS Rag

pc.fe

1t

relationship that way.
going out with girls. They
I have often thought of
even disapprove of my killing myself but I hate

-
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Maitmndon

through the ordeal with
one client and I felt sick
for days after as it really
disgusted me. I could

make compromises with
It's true that any
them, but even so, control minority group is sub111
your own social life. jected to its own share of
They'd rather know who jokes and abuse, but you
you're going around with must accept that this la
at night, so they surely because minority groups,
won't object if you want whether black, Jewish,
DOWN
ACROSS
to bring friends home Buddhist. Irish or gay
The
by
Single Approved
1
1 You may find them In a
once In a while. They make the status quo feel a
(4,5,3)
Motors
Bicycle Race (5.8.5)
worry about you. Try to little uneasy. We're not
2
They have recorded
show them that they don't Lving In an Ideal world
6 1673. Molt The Hoopla
have to.
more songs about Buildings
'put - downs are as much
single (4,4.3,5
at the disco an expression of fear as of
ve
II They wanted to Kiss You (7,5)
likes you. You like her. any other emotion, and,
(5,4)
89
album
3
Sham
All Over (5)
You're not a late where understanding and
4
Bob Dylan song that la
your basic human caring Is
developer
13 Jackson Five assuring us
started
have
relationships,with girls at concerned, the
to
supposed
up
132.5)
turn
will
they
that
were
the
past,
in
school,
man in the
Folk / Rock (2,10,3)
11x72, Rod Stewart single
14
simple exploratory "average"
street, has a long way to
5' Klkl Or Dave (3)
(5)
trlendehlps, giving you a go. Reaching self 6 Marvin Gaye and Kim
basis on which to develop 'awareness has been a
17 Tops or Seasons (4)
other relationships. Have painful experience, but at
(2,5.3 )
a David Bowie live album Weston hit
the guts to ask her out, or least you know and care
7 The Who could (or miles
(Cl
ask her to dance with you. about where you're at.
(3)
Don't expect her to be Taking your own life
19 What Bobbie Gentry sent
9 Kiss guitarist (3)
the one who makes the has to be the cowards'
to Mille Joe (3)
for
More
No
first
move In front of all way out. No matter which
was
There
10
Low's
20 Andy Fairweather
her friends. If you don't category you think you
Guy 14)
Mr
corner (4)
the Initiative, tall under, you're still left
take
On
Roll
'The (lash had a White 12 They wanted to
21
neither of you will get to with the not InDown The Highway tt,l.l)
know each other better.
.141
considerable task of
from 'the
You shouldn't expect finding (mother person or
15 A warning
191 Acmes. latest Disco
23
to come right other people who you can
everything
(4,5)
Iluºcocks
Chic
12,5)
hit from
In one blinding flash. Be honestly relate to.
Ms Lorick (4 )
16
25 Torrnat.' eaters 13)
patient and let yourself
You need a bridge
or Robinson (3)
adjust slowly to any new between your present
26 Patrick Jüvei's passion 22 Petty
stars
developments with your isolation and the harder
21
than Friedman's
for the USA 11.4.7)
parents or with this girl. world of gay bars and
(5)
II 25
See Zt Acre»
Sooner or later your discos, which, if you
EI.P album (6)
24
29 White or Blue 15)
family will accept that tackled them head on,
Gallagher (4)
you're no longer a child. might leave you as
30 SamorU a toid us about Ti Mr
and so will you. It's sickened as your exher Cmotloru (4
unavoidable.
perience In Piccadilly
LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION
Try taking It on a strictly
social, even a cosy beans.
ACROSS
Now I
Eyes 10 U You Gotta Go. Go
For details of nearby
I The Men WW1 The ante in Hla
21
20
Clad
IS
stiff
social groups who will
Tango
To
Two
Takes
Now 14 Nesmith 17 It
understand your shyness
I Need 25 tear 26 Peter Frampton
I lens D Jacks n 24 Honey
and nervousness about
32 Sassafras 31 Dog 36 Sire 37 All 40
heck
S
al
meeting and talking to
29 Elton
46 Move 48 RSO 50 Sir 51
an incur ble gay people, where you
HAVE
I
Presley 42 sine 43 Eddie 44 Leo
59 Mike
Music
Hazy
56
the
can meet others Of a
54
Eno
And
gay
disease. I'm
Works 53 Tell Us The Truth
past few years have been similar age, most of
65 Ape 67 Gaye 66 Goidle
Batt CO We On The Line 63 Cortina
as
whom have been through
me,
for
hell
absolute
Talkin
73 Star 74 Aja 79 Storm 61 Sweet
the same soul - searching
60 Idol 70 Adam
I'm becoming more
Gay Switaware of this all the time, time, ring 01437
Woman IN SOS al Peel
7324.
chboard on
to
put
Everybody seems
find friends who'll
DOWN
and
You'll
homosexuals,
down
4
gap
2 Egyptian Reggae 3 Night
the
World
bridge
you
Modern
help
matters
The
la
makes
this just
I This
7 Ian 4 Snipe a Sex And 1)ruga
worse. I have been out that seems to stretch so
Heaven 5 Crocodile Rock 6 law
wide
these
but
13 Oboe 15
Beach
The
On
with
girls,
12
Teacher
And Rock And Roll 1
Also write to parents
relationships are always
21 Slam 23 Jar 77 FUe 2s Taste
Road,
Hollies 16 Kaye 17 U 19 Mono
short as I am not capable Enquiry, 1e Honley
33 Adler 35 Crease 36 Syd 36
8E6, or ring them
Supertramp
London
a
girl
32
Life
$of satisfying
30 Street
and
52
info
Shot
for
49
1916
01-498
47 Deals Wilson
sexually. And, though I
Clout 39 Lou Reed 41 Yes 45 Out
58 Angle 61 Odyssey tut
have many admirers, I advice. They runforregular
young
Riff 53 Toots 36 XTC 57 Stick To Me
a
meetings
W
with
haven't been out
71 Cars 72 Pete 75 Rat 76
Lola 64 Ram 65 Al 66 Easter 67 Glass
)7
girl for a year.
Ike

AILM

Earlier this year, 1 was
becoming so frustrated
that I went to Piccadilly
Circus for a day and
allowed myself to be
picked - up for fB. Within

I
RE the World Disco Dancing
Championship report by James
Parade, I think you should be told
that EM!,Dancing Ltd, has nothing
to do with Mecca Ltd, apart from the
fact that the majority of its dancehall managers are former Mecca
employees.,I repeat EMI Dancing

has f+ + + all to do with MeccaE. Morley, Chorley.

Ah the seasonal wit hits the
knuckle dragging morons who spend
all day composing communiques to
Mailman. More seasonal greetings
coming up

...

Rats to reviewer
Have a nice maniac
WHO THE bloody hell does that frog
WISHING you a Christmas Day /
think he Is'? We think his opinion of
That you'll enjoy In every way ... /
the Boomtown Rats Is f+++ing
as you /
And then, for someone nice
May all the year be happy too! Have
a nice Christmas (even if you did
call me a maniac).
Ann On E. Mouse, Unaddressed.
Some people will not take a
telling. A maniac once, and hey,
yup, still one.

Disputin' 'Rasputin'
AFTER reading Ronnie Gurr's
review of the Boney M concert, I felt
inspired enough to write the
following song to the tune of
'Rasputin'.
There Is a certain group;
They are always In the Charts;
Oh they make me sick;
They are such a bunch of farts.
The women's mouths
Should be sealed with Sellotape;
And the only bloke is

Like a constipated

apeHORUS

Yuk Yuk Honey M.
How I really do hate them;
It Is a shame that they're Number

crap.

Two avid Rats Fans in Coventry.
Worth the price of a stamp? I
think not. Still I suppose someone
has to come from Coventry ... and
now an even stronger 'Woo the
wosname' brief.

No flies on Kiss
(but. lots on Lott)
WHO THE f+++mg hell (This
language must stop, I have spoken

-

MM) does Tim Lott think he is?
Saying Kiss are vulgar, boring and
crap. So let me remind the c+ + +
(Must stop) that Kiss are the best
group around and can neither be
beat (DUUUHj. so up yours Tim
Lott.
A Kiss Freak, address unknown to
earthpeople.
So It's not just Kiss who are
vulgar, boring and crap . and then
came a 'How dare you letter.
.

One.

Yuk Yuk Boney M,
How I really do hate them.
I wish that they were all dead and

gone.

Thin Lien
Oh, Phil you little devil you.
Seriously these last couple of letters
'were unaddressed and were not
made up by an intoxicated writer.
Next week a lyrical Interpretation of
Beethoven's Fifth with words inspired by a Robin Smith Jethro Tull
feature.
no address

Don't knock Livvy!

Parade
WHO THE hell does JamesNewton
-

think he Is knocking, Olivia on
goes
ter

lthat

ONJC)ist tab ingear and

tolly

Totaen

with
'Hot! etc, etc, it then climaxes
(His
Piss Off you lousy Morons.
a)
with
dagger
the
iPS really twists
¡You have pig's arse minds.
whatever
or
(where
Andy. 'Dols'
that le).
iOuchl Erk! Squelch! Groan!, A
.
the Bloody hell' letter
jifi¡James

-

Hot Gossip hot pies
us
WHY, 014 why couldn't you show
am
what the stars at ONJ's do. I picuncensored
the
about
talking
tures of Hot Gossip's cabaret
this
routine. Being 'sans' female atreally
moment in time (now). I'm óf the
getting my rocks off on some I've
finest moving female forms
seen in all of my 2,4 decadest
a of
Please if you can't print pie of them
them at the ONJ do, then send
postage.
the
to me and I'll gladly pay
I can't
printing and developing cos
them
get a decent poster of
anywhere.
withheld.
address'
Dave Barton,
me boy.
Allo Allo Alto, Dave
. blood I too
Being a fellow red
things
other
and
regularly drool
over Hot
know warns mean?
Cosslp pica. You say you can't find a
decent photo or poster of H.C. That's,
because there are no decent, or
indecent pica of the lithe young
things

-

-

9
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CHRIS WESTWOOD meets the Gang Of Four

1
FASHION: won't become faceless monsters

FASHION
AS ART

,

FASHION ARE a bunch of posers. They dress
well, look sharp
and they know It, At
present, they wear dark blue suits designed by
Jaime, one of their two female managers, but
"when we get some money, we want to strike
a balance between 'Vogue' or 'Harpers S.
Queen' and the street." They call It 'Fashion
Trico', and it's just one facet of the Fashion
concept that has been so carefully thought out.

-

'-
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GANG OF-FOUR: democratic band

FOUR-THIRTY on a
grey, bland, gloomy,
sodden wet Wednesday in Leeds, and
It stinks. Stand at
bus stops waiting for
buses that don't stop,
get wetter and wetter

shielding tape

recorder from rain,
hope to God yer
batteries are alive.
Observe the grey/brown
buildings. the boring office
blocks and fussy traffic
through drippy bus windows en route to the train

arching

station.

desperately through that
mental block for an 'angle',
some pretentiously socially
- coreclous angle to relate
and sea; up the whole Leeds
/ reckons / Gang Of Four
connection
Kee bull gum. a farewell
wave to God's own country,
board the train end depart
for I ondan, No specific
'scene' In Leeds but good
The
hands nevertheless.
Strata I know 11W. about.
The Mekors are suitably

manic with their "garden
fence" of sound. and The

Gang

Four

Of

are

Nan else. One gig at
The Electric Ballroom, one
Fast Product EP which has
revealed Itself to be a
functional. manse, useful
and that's all I
record
knew about 'em. So, an

...

interview.
At 2 pm

meet with
Gang manager Rob Warr
at the Mallon and taxi the
1

~lance

to the equal like
house off
mtervlew elle,
the city centre. Waiting
there s tails player Dave
Allen. who's been working
an

the

-

band's

van:

no

handshakes, he's still
submerged in slime -

Igrease I sat up the cassette
and wait.

Kbg
The vocalist, John Me.
will not be pre ant
IOW la the band's gultarlel.

Hugo

i

Burnham

the

drummer, Hang on and an.
Andy turns up but no Hugo
So the Mt half of the
lereles 1s with the
twosome

Tea. The Clang Of Four.

Moniker

part -derived.

U

w arreee are correct end in

order, from

the Chinese

terrorist gang which at-

tempted to 'topple' Mao Tse

Tung. This 1e carried
through by the Commie -red

smock brandished by John

onstage...
A

poliUci

band? Thus

far, they've been presented

lee, pseudoas a hurally
on
igy conscious bench
on no higher a level than the
TRB brigade, though In foci
they're far more useful, far
more functional than that.
Andy Gill shoots back the
answers to questions with a

sure
footedneee, a
precalon, a level headed
posltivenes habitually
lacking in Interviews, while

Dave chops in occasionally
to supplement or assert
Andy's garb.
About the Inevitable
political slant, GUI says:
"Part of the problem Is that
Hugo and I disagree about
'what it is to be in a group'.
1 think he's happy for us to
be a good, creative band .. .
what I mean by
ohm
politice' Is that at some

point you're Interfering
with people's attitude. and
their Ideologies, their
systems of Ideas, the way
they look at the world.

I think we're partly
re cognising the fact that
we're a cultural force, in as
TV admuch as, say,

vertleement Is. And

because you have that
responforce, you have
slbinty to use It in a certain
way, rather tan using it to
reinforce people's ideas
and make them com-

placent"

follow. that
statement with "Blab Bab
then

He

Blah .. " acknowledging
the fact that he's spading
extensively. "As far as I'm
concerned," he continue..

"Labour,

Conservative,

whatever. In Just one
manlfeaaUon of polities.

w

while a

nest

yy

manlfeatails

r

Joke la, in a
n o t h e r

"

The Gang. It trarsptres.
are consciously ousting
themselves well tree of the
standard boy - meet. - gt1and - what
jolly eyn
young - and
drome , . that gerund, that
market, are well covered
row', anyway
And in the back
eenage
The Undecto nes'
Kicks' blurts onto the

-it-s-to-be-

airwaves. Rob,

the

manager,

seises

the

In-

stance..,

'That's

a

group

who

Andy:

"Maybe

It'e

come from Northern
Ireland, who are basically
living Ina civil war, and all
they can sing about Is
'Teenage Kicks ..."
or something,
turning their backs on the
It's an
situation, but
escapism

excuse which doesn't solve

anything."

I would say that bandit
who do/do not pinpoint 'the
problems' are of equal
value and necessity. Die
Gang Of Four have already

-mirrored
'Armalite
the

Rifle'

on

-

odious

terrorist events in

Ireland,

talking about Is what we've
chosen to put before an
and we

audience

haven't chosen

to put
forward any sort of red
banner or suchlike, because
that's Just another way
people can excuse themselves for not thinking."
Rob, his face lighting Into
a grin. pulls out three
words, five syUables, and
the answer Is
"Tom
Robinson Band " Peruse
that TRB crowd, the clench

fisted, mindless

fashionable politic., ask the
question .
how many of

actually

these are
thinking?
And

Andy GUI

shrugs.

In so doing incurring the
wrath of Dave McCullough

"Not that I don't like him,
yonder-eland, I'm sure he's

'Armallte Rifle and the
Holy Trinity / Used
against you like Irish

Rob: "All he does is
reinforce people' at-

(Sounds).

Jokes on the BBC.'

Andy:

"The Armallte

Rifle is literally

weapon,

a

but Jokes are Just as much
weapons, in
way. Ae
cording to him (Dave) we
had no right to make any

comment about Northern
Ireland because we're not
Irish. But in that cue,
we've no right to talk about
what's happening in London because we don't live
there- It Is of direct Importance to anyone living in
Britain ... because It's the

British army

In there

.

which make. Britain today,
the country we're living in.

an Imperialist state."
I ask If the band actually
hopes to Implement change
Via Is muffle, whether this
is a conscious aim, whether
not too ambitious ..
Rob: "The changes we'd
,

like to

see are not
necessarily reflected in the
music. I don't see a group
as being able to effectively
change Nnp
I mean.
.

or culture can

point

things out, demon-

strate and illustrate things.
create the conditions
necessary

take

for thought

to

place In people's
heads. 'That is manifested
in what the group does."
Dave. "I think people

-

-

t

have commented
after
gigs
about how we react
on stage, how we stroll

without appearing with a
big flash end bang. We've
started already to make
some sort of breakthrough
in that area "

Andy:

"What

See, unlike most new bands, Fashion are highly
organised -'Fashion Mimic' is their own record label and
registered limited company, they design and print their
own poster. (featuring distinctive phonetic lettering they
call 'Eurrstyle' ) and even have their very awn stage
something similar to those worn by Napoleon
'Man From U.N C.L.E 'I
Indeed, the band are like a miniaturised record company
themselves. and If I was confronted with the name superb,
slick presentation by a major label, ra be screaming
"HYPE" In bold letters Yet Fashion impress me, and are
Instantly likeable when you talk to them.
John, the bassist, is most voluble, concerned with ensuring I understand the Fashion concept. hut he to not the
sole spokesman for the group, as both guitarist Al and Dick.
the drummer, contribute to the discussion eagerly. f In fact,
It was probably the easiest Interview I've ever done), MhtI.
the 'fourth member' who mixes the round. also Joins in, end
Is obviously an integral part of the group
"If It wasn't for
Mlkl knowing exactly how we want the sound, we lust
couldn't do It".
The sound. ah yes, music. Above all the image, the front.
Fashion are about music, it glorious fusion of reggae, rock,
new wove and more reggae. "It's really strange
we've
got a lot of black fans, but we don't play reggae as far se
they're concerned. We're white man's, white man's. white
man's reggae. Being from Birmingham. reggae Is our roots
as much as anyone else's."
This is displayed on the band's debut single, which is,
however, slightly disappointing, especially on 'Steady
Eddie Steady', where John's synthesiser is too prominent.
overshadowing the panic rhythm and distracting from an
excellent song, Al's voice, which he often uses as an extra
instrument, is too heavily daroted In place. and thus a
record I'd been expecting to be a Classic, is rendered
merely promising It's one you should try to hear though, as
the local radio station in Birmingham made It single of the
week, while the initial pressing of a Uxsaand copies sold
out withina
Live, the over-clever effects are stripped to minimum
John plays syno
synth on a few songs, and In the middle of
'Red, Green And Gold', Dick suddenlydrops his deumetleks
and plays a short harmonica break Different. huh?
parjustice a Fashion'.
Trying a
ev b tdsn
the beet new
ticularly easy they're certainly
can often give the
I've seen in a while, but comparisons
wrong ins cession It's true that mott of their songs have a

we're

a fine

chap."

titudes, so what happens is
he playa a gig, all
the local pollucs come out

that when

and have their chance."

...

Andy proceeds
"We
were talking the other night
about RAR. t think there'.
a place for that activity
where everybody gets
together and Uuans along.
It must be good U a bloke

most

honest,

...I

the morn
know.

stub/dentist?
And at this juncture, fax.
The Gang Of Four played
their first gig in Leeds,
early 1977. John King and
Andy had been In one or two
'other' bands previously,
and The Gang remains
Leeds - based 'cos Andy la
Leeds - University - based.
Art echool, actually. So
does this 'Art School'

connection

have

any

bearing on the music'.
Andy: "I think It does.
yes.

I've got

a

degree

coming up next summer,
and I'm working out ways
at the moment of using the
group and music as part of
the degree. Part of my
Justification will be that It's
a similar process to making
pictures, virtual art The
classic art -school group
thinks that because they're
art students they've got to
present a visual
with
capital 'V'
performance
with elides, dressing up in
funny costumes, posing
around ... which in Just the
other side of the loin from a
heavy metal performance.

-

-

can get up on stage and say

It'e very much the
processes rather than any
superficial similarity.

what he says, people will

faculty

am a homosexual'
without making a camp
Joke out of It Having
everybody knowing about
him, what he stands for,

which counts."
Rob: "That critical attitude you have to have In
order to do something like
art, some sort of critical

become

you're doing, reflected in
the band's attitude to their
music. It's all thought out
very clowly, because you
don't want anything that
falls Into a funnier rut, a
routine or whatever."
With this In mind. I oak

'I

more

sub-

consciously used to him
without worrying ... which
can only be a move for the

better.'

Dave butts In: "But It's
not as U cantles were the
only aspect of our band "

Andy: "Politics is a part

and parcel of eve

It'
intermeshed
everything."

with

The reario ning behind et
this: Gang Of Four an
political in se much ea
they're social, reflecting /
e
'Ufe', life being
social end political In every
sense, by vtrtue of every
decision, move, action,
interraction At the risk of

ounding pretentious: this
band do not preach. they
are not pure activist, they
are Indirectly activist,
-

provoklag thought,

suggesting pa elbUltW, but
right' or
not defining
rang'. instead of caentakrngMTlen we have ac-

cept

or

-

reject

alrxngeFarr. Which

1

le

the

towards

I

what

about aongwrltlng. Andy
explains " It's mainly John
does the writing, but
say . . . I
we all have
mean. If anybody comes up
with anythingIt basically
gamma before the scrutiny of
the hand, and as often as
not It's changed or thrown
out. It naked agwrtting a
long. tortunis process,. but
It's better In the lang-nur.
It'd be terrible If one person
was dictating what was
gonna happen. I've never
managed to understand
how, for example. the

tat

FAtaacocke

can get along

when Pate Shelley's
practically running We
whole show."
A democratic band As
You are
honest band
referred to therm as of now.

Inn:

-

-

-

-

not Ural same oil beat. that
distinct reggae feel to them, If Igaga.inr,
another of line
one song reminded me f
lark) the oniy way to really
Strangler.. especially vocally.
stage
under i nd what they sound like rte see e M on
ekan ("we
since their first gig. euppoing
and
their
borrowed
guitars
and
heeds
of
couple
a
produced
attracted a fair fallowing in their
drums"). the group havenave
aim far beyond loaf.
natl. awn. but F-eshlon
play round the pub. for
"In Birmingham. most bands then
spilt. We didn't want
ages and ages. and get nowhere,
wanted
something
different. 90 we
We
all
that
a be like
decided tog. organised." says John
Which bringer uo bark to their concept. their limited

Ñ

e
Everythingmt,

a democracy
n u
company. The four of them work
has evolved naturally and become
being planned from the outset.
aopnatiuted, rather than
a
record
company
that
aspects
They lust took all the
sully does, split It into compartments and covered It
themuelva
Feshlon remain staunchly Independent or do they
So, reUll
sUil want to be signed upT
t big r ecord companies, but rather than
we're rot
just be a land.d, we're doing part of what they would rib.
Care about profit, they don't care
Record companieeonlym
about people.le. We'ree nn idealistic dreamers but we cam to
set up an economic successful company, hut still stay in
touch with the people in the street, so that we don't became
faceless monsters."
Monsters they are not (though at well over eta foal, Al Os
bit of a gent). but they deserve to be huge. With material
like 'I Don't Take Drug.' and 'Killing Time' (ti side of rim
.dnie Fashion have the singe to match their mfatnm
yygN
Like I said. you'll have to see them Itve to really sF
precate It. After all, U I could recreate muse cute hek
pages of Record Mirror, I'd write them a Top 10 hit. .uiUUso

would convince more people of Fashlon'e worth than
article will, and wt's a pity.
JOHNNT WALL

Record Mirra, December
30, 1978
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STILL HUMPING
THEIR OWN GEAR

i

1

ROSALIND RUSSELL talks to
the Straits. Four girls who feel
sorry for groupies

-

DI HARDE
the
baby of the group
at 17
rolled up
her sleeves.
"Look at this!"
she said, flexing a
healthy muscle.

the group needs to move
to London." said Judi.
"If we'd started here I
think we would have got

You don't get a build
like that just hoiking a
bass guitar around.
Neither did Dt. it's all
been part of her eduction In the rock biz. Like
any other band on the
lower rungs of the
ladder, the Straits are
still humping their own
gear and driving their
own truck
well.
strictly speaking, a hire
truck. As they're not
making enough money
to pay roadies, they
have to play their gigs,
knowing that at the end
of them. they have to
load the van, drive

have got caught
up in the female punks
syndrome too, but as
their music doesn't fit
into that category, It
would have been a
mistake.

-

submerged by

everything else that was

happening. As there are
less bands up there.
we're a big fish in a
small pool."

It's also likely they
would

They were reared on
the glam rock era, Gary
Glitter, Bolan and Sweet
and they're quite happy
to admit that their in-

fluences lie there. Their
own songs don't hark
back, but are a continuation of basic pop
but not on the mindless
level of troo luv.

-

One of their songs
that's caused a lot of

home to Leeds and then
unpack the thing again.

interest is Shirley
Newman's 'Sacha

"When we started a

Shoes': briefly it's about
girls buying new shoes
to wear to the disco
where they hope they'll
get pulled by the man of

year ago," said
guitarist

Judi

Rock,

practised in a
church hall on the other
we

side of Leeds and had to
take the drum kit over
on the bus."

their future.

"It

was really about
17 who go down

girls of

.After a couple of line
up changes, the band
steadied to: Judi (guitar
and vocals), Dt (base).

In the
evenings, to find a man
and then get married to
him. It's all a rut. And it
happens all the time.

the

Shirley Newman
Rod
(drums) and Suzi
(rhythm guitar). They
all live in Leeds because
it's central for getting to

disco

"We're not on a
burning crusade about

it," added Judi. "I think
they deserve It If they
haven't got the guts to
do anything about It. 1

gigs up and down the
M1

"Besides. I don't think

don't feel sorry for them
at all.
"The ones I,feel sorry
for are the potential

In a dark hall and shout

someone In a band is the
next best thing to going
out and getting a group
together themselves. I
wrote a song called 'You
Don't Mind' about a
couple of groupies In
Leeds. All they think
about Is getting to be
famous by having one of
the band, but they
haven't thought It out

end up walking off with
their gear, or shoving a
fist through it. .

groupies, I think that's
sad. They think pulling

properly.
"We had to go back to
a hotel in Leeds to talk
some business with the
Yachts one night
we're not groupies
though! Let me see you

-

write that down!

Anyway, these two girls
were there and one was
doing all right, but
nobody would talk to the
other girl, even though
she was wearing a see through blouse and had
her breasts all hanging
out. Well, every time
her nipples went flaccid,
she kept pinching them
to make them stand out.
It,was really sad."
The Straits don't have
that problem. Most of
the lads that come
backstage to talk to
them are tongue tied by
the time they get there.
"Most people take us
at face value," said
Judi. "I do get annoyed
when blokes standing at
the back keep shouting

that."

Obnoxious men aren't

JOE JACKSON: made an album himself

to the group
-asproblem
it's the ones that look
if they're OK then
a

WILL THIS JOE
BE A STAR?

Shirley had a guitar
stolen recently at one
gig, and at another,

some

belonging

were

speakers
to

ruined

"It's within smelling
distance," laughed
Shirley.

"Now that

we've got enough songs.
When we started we

only

played for

15

minutes, then began the
set again. Once we
played the same set
through three times. If
anybody clapped at all,
.we'd take that as the
encore."

If the Straits do get a
contract, and if they do
make any money, Judl's
already worked out how
she's going to spend It.
"I'm going to Switzerland to have my back
put right," she told me.
'All that loading and
unloading the van has
put my back out!"

just gotto prove to their
mates how big they are,
but It doesn't take any
guts to stand at the back

The man with a Diploma is Joe Jackson.
The man with pad and pencil is TIM LOTT

friends
when

somebody kicked them
In. That comes Into the
disaster scale for the
band, who Can't afford
to replace them right
now. They've all given
up their day jobs to
concentrate on the
band, and though they
don't have a recording
contract right now.
they're hoping tt won't
he long.

screaming to get out."
or
But still his grand designs
at least his limited finances
weren't ripe yet, so he carried on
his Cabaret career, directing a
New Faces winning duo called
Coffee 'n' Cream
"It could be boring, but tt wasn't
soul destroying, Your soul must he
pretty suspect in the first place for
be destroyed by work. I
became less naive, got to learn a
little about the industry "
As Coffee 'n' Cream were signed

--

IN BROAD daylight, Joe

Jackson looks very little
like anyone's idea of rock
'n' roll star. Pale and

double chinned in a blue
pinstripe (wide lapel!) suit,
only a flashy tie with two

embossed semiquavers

itto

betray that he might be a
closet superstar.
superstar,

Of course he isn't
closet or otherwise. He Is a
talented nonentity who has so far
had one single released 'Is She
Really Going Out With Him', a pop
song
or a rock song as Joe would
with massive
prefer it defined
"unit shifting potential" that has
hardly sold a copy.
Joe, who looks unusually normal
(or is It normally unusual?), has
anything but a classic rock singer
past. He spent three years at the
a

-

Royal

-

Academy

of

Music

specialising the study of percussion before passing out to form
a band, though he rarely touches a
drum now Joe Jackson is a singer
and a pianist, no rhythmic beast of
burden, If you please
"They tried to teach me music."
he says through a mouthful of
vegetable pancake floe Is a
vegetarian). "It was a waste of
time but when I left school it was
the only thing I could think of
doing.
"I
did orchestra, choir and
chamber music as well as percussion I used to be not bad on

vibes."
at

The only exposure he was given
the academy to anything

resembling modern
music was a jazz workshop Even
now he includes a classic jazz song
in the set, Fata Waller's 'Ain't
Misbehavin'.'
with
After leaving the academy very
a Diploma In Percussion
Joe, who had been
useful
composing most of the time, formed his own band. Arms And Legs.
"It was the usual thing. A great
got
band, with great material who and
a recording deal (with MAM)start
really
waited for things to
happening. They never did, so
pissed off."
Disgruntled, but usenot
his
disillusioned, Joe set out to himself
qualifications to make
his
could
then
Only
some money.
Into
masterplan for stardom be put
action
gripping
Gritting his teeth andwork
In a
his libido, he went to cotton tails
and
flesh
of
pink
palace
Portin
Club
the Penthouse
rejected
smouth Joe himself wasthe ected
as a Bunny so he took playing
musical director,for cabaret
background music

remotely

i
%AD

-

-

i

II

e

-

f

I

very
was in sonic ways Ed)
smutty
frustrating (1 bet
gets
did
but It was good money. It
acts.

.se.,

',

STRAITS : big bah in

a

small pond

11

rr

"It

a

point, though,

-

w`

to A&M, Joe also made a few
useful contacts, and it Was 14M
that eventually released his debut
single. But when he finally secured
that contract It was by typically
nonconformist methods.
After leaving the cabaret duo,
which he was sick to the teeth with.
he finally had enough money to
bring into fruition the seed of an
idea that had been germinating in
his mind for a long time.
"Most artists get a few songs
together on a crappy sounding
Cassette and trail round the record
companies who never get a fair
idea of what they sound like
"I decided I wasn't going to do it
like that, wasn't going to go around
heating my brains against the wall

for nothing.
"So I' hired my own studio and
made an entire album, which I
fully intended to press and
distribute myself."
The album, .recorded at
Telecoms in Portsmouth at a cost
of about 1300 ("I got studio time
cheap because I knew the
engineers,) was heard by the
Albion Agency. uho handle the
Stranglers. Soon he had a
publishing and management deal
The

tape

was

sent

to

top

American A&at producer David
Kershenbaum, who was impressed
enough to want to involve himself
with Joe, The album was later re recorded under Kershenbaum's
professional eye, but says Joe, the
end product sounds more or less
the same as It did with the 1000 lob

Now the Joe Jackson Band debut
album wtih be released on A&M
shortly after Christmas If itIt
captures their onstage panache
cannot fail.
a
Joe, who has been described as
and
Cross between Max Bygraves
(by
me,
Peter Skellem onstage
at
come to think of It) is probably
peak
his best live, with his widows croon
bulging veins and his voice - lave'
at full stretch, like 'Fodis In follow
which would make a worthy
Out With
u to'Is She Really Going

Him'.
to
'Pop is facile, but I'm trying
a ha t
communicate something
has to be
I do. That doesn't meantsongs
that
arty. You can produce
without
to
mean something

you

being prententious. showbiz is a
"People think that
dirty word. But entertaining
people is what's important."

1
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t!nhesisble
Rey it

If 'bland' means 'sounding nice' and sur
prizin ly it r, r, rocks
The old chansons aren't
that original (that In of no
consequence) and the
words aren't exactly
'Porteresque' but I never
listen to them anyway.
Also 'Holding On To You'
rips o(1 Barry White like
he died 30 years ago but
still remains a wonderfully romantic paean
set off by a simple plano
motif running smoothly
through It. 'Backs Out Of
Love' might be a monster
smooch single if the
honest, ain't too much for
sincerity - mongers Noel
and Tony and too real for
Radio 1 altogether. These

++4 Giveti.fpl.
++ Gite it I mjee
C

nhearabk

Freda's
just a
Payne

,

21'.1

V
-

two are
side one
and the
deluxe
even sat

you're

the best songs.
Is the best side
sleeve is oh so

luxe - luxe fi
down on it), If

seeking an

alternative to the

FREDA

PAYNE:

Y

infernal 'Happy Days Are

'Supernatural High' Here Again', and the
(Capitol Tower EST otherwise predominant
idea of a mature, smooch -

11884)

collection

soul

FREDA PAYNE might straddled very well, isn't
be dogged with the label
Even with Skip Scarof a one - hit wondress, borough in
the
thanks to 'Rand Of Gold' background, Freda's
but she's a lady with vocal talents aren't often
plenty of past and, I hope. taxed enough to bring out
plenty of future. ,If ahel any true distinction and a
can find the right niche, number of the songs are
that is For 'Supernatural below par, especially in
High'. while it's very the lyrics department
respectable has a distinct
Two tracks that do
overtone (or me of an LP stand out, though, are

that was made to fulfil

a

commitment. The

'Storybook Romance' and
'Tell Me Please'. It's a
tough world, ++SUSAN

distance between the
disco treatment of that KLUTH

together p'haps we can
gel it out of the way We
must unite. C'mon kids
and all you others, let's
unite and take over You
see, now even 11'm
sounding like Tom Give
me a typewriter In
heaven, Don't let me get
near no bridges. + + +
JAMES PARADE
1

tlrlt

a medley of about

old
Motown classics segued
together Into one continuous piece of dance
music. Their new album

will obviously

FR ANCHETTE, Hair-

nette and Nocolette What
poetry we can contour up
when we are wont Well,
maybe not. but the
record's not had, It's
Linda Rnnstadt. but not
watered down, not laid
hack or lald-up but nicey. MAGNA CARTA:
nicey, to listen to under 'Prisoners On The Line'
the blankets at two am
(PHILIPS 9109 229).
Nlcolette needs s
hatrnette because her WITH A name like
hair le down to her bum Magna Carta,whatI
and that must take up so should've realised
,(ouch Vosene that she this album would be like.
meat have some kind of it is dated. flowing music
concession or something. from a hand to an
She walls nice, and I'm unhappy time warp.
Side one consists of
not going to get unto her
for that as she's probably their feeble attempts at a
'Soliloquoy'.
concept
atANipulated
(then
been
are so many people on with its pretentious
this record she must have waffle. sets the sad
scene. The lyrics try to
a rich daddy) to perform
the aay she does and sing be profound but are no
and
more than puerile pieces
the sings she doss
look the way she does and of literature. The band
obsessed with
the
personality
have
not
seem to
she doesn't etc. 'xplorin" the many
Nieolette's niceness facets oi' time minddoesn't drive me up the blowing stuff
wail and the production Is
The accompanying
nice enough local almost music isn't quite so bad.
but thin they do say I'll though bad enough
She There are plenty of
cat anything so
sings a good version of gently acoustic guitars.
Sam Cooke's 'Send Me' soft layered vocals and
and a le year old Hurt even a recorder thrown.
the
Hacharach song called n Side two followsbland.
Mexican Divorce' and same pattern of None
Holland. Dozier and airy fairy melodies worth
'Baby, Don't of the songs are
! iolland'e
You 1M It' and there's mentioning
This Is the sort of
nothing you or I can say
album which do gooders
against them or against
any
to sell to you in the
or
try
ling Richardson
All proceeds to
seminal Nice person street The
Stoned Hippy
Tommy
Save
Uncle
except
Fund PHILIP HALL
Robinson who's Just a bit
own
his
for
nice
too
SHALAMAR: 'Disco
Rlbena.
Nlcolette might have a Gardens' (RCA FL12895)
say+
hit here, who can
(then she'd at least have SO! A disco album that
a
enough money for It actually admits it'sa loti
hairnet). But LA softness disco album! In fact
at
disco
isn't
album
of
the
of
out
must be going
all. You might remember
hwhton soon, it must be
Look. it we all get Shalamar's 'Uptown,

.(¡.

a

10

be hoping

to relieve them of their
one - hit - wonder stigma,
and with 'Take That To

sRp

i

-

L

i

t

show billed with such
stunning acts as featured
on this album, They are:
the Gayiadds, Prince

Mohammed, Love

Brothers United, the
Royals. Revolutionaries,
Errol Scorcher, Earl

Cunningham,

and

.larrett & the
Righteous Flames. The
result would be sensational. Well, this album
Is sensational, seeing it's
got a fine mixture of
different formulas of
'Lovers Rock'.
reggae
'Steppers / Rockers', and
'Rebel' or 'Righteous'
ston

songs.

catchy

piece,

chorus 'n' all, and it
should chart In the New
Year or maybe even
sooner, Some of the other
material here Is sur-

strong.
prisingly 'Slialamar
especially

Disco Gardens', a really
good, mean slice of funky
soul.
Shalamar is two guys.
Jeffrey Daniels and
Gerald Brown, and one
chick, Jody Watley, and
they've got quite a good
vocal sound between
them It's supported by
some tumbling, twangy
bass on 'Tossing Turning
And Swinging'
Side two is generally
calmer. especially 'Stay
Close To Love' 'Cindy
Cindy' is a useful mover
with a surprise ending but
by the end moat of the
ideas have gone.
It's very hard to write
soul songs with new'
things to say and new

sounds:

Tracks like 'People Are
You Ready' by Prince
Mohammed, 'Earth Is
The Lord' by Love
Brothers United. 'Jolly
Bus Ting' by Errol

Scorcher
Revolutionaries, and

&

'War' by Winston .larrett

the Flames. have been
very popular amongst' the
sound system scene, so
many reggae fans should
he quite familiar with at
least two tracks on this
&

album.
For the exceptions, this
album would make a fair
Intro to you of the rootsy
side of some of today's
reggae sounds.

If you
pleasant

are

a

fan of

sweet
reggae sounds, you will
admire 'Love & Understanding' by the
Gayladds. + + +JOHN
WILLIAMS.
and

-

.

nTI

Shalamar,

especially on the first half
of 'Disco Gardens', are
not that far away from

succeeding

4

+ uv

PAUL SEXTON

NICOL

AND

MARSH!

'Nicol And' Marsh'

(Polydor Deluxe, POLD
5012)

VARIOUS

ARTISTS:

'Ballistic Assault'
(Ballistic SAM 101)

HOW REFRESHING It
tends to be, when one
comes to meet up wills an
album mixed with spicey
talents from JA
Try to picture a scene
of a spectacular reggae

WELCOME to the new
world of MOR and I think
it's a wonderful place to
be.
Already we have
Andrew Gold, Helen
Reddy. Abba (they've
been staying here some
time(. Stephen Bishop
(came in with his last
album) and the Boomtown Rats (popped In for
tea yesterday) and we're
all pleased to welcome
Nicol and Marsh (didn't
even ask membership tee
here as they already
qualify being on Polydor
Deluxe and living in LA
don't want lobe rude )This is the best blandish
album I've heard in ages

-

I

SEXTON

drawer and there are

one

'Peel The
Need', a top al hit twice In
lour years It's here to its
unexpurgated. hustling
version and It gradually
dawns or you that it's

one of

the

most subtle

pieces of dance dicer
music since the genre
really established itself
A goodie.

E
T
STALLBAUMER: 'My
House'
House is Your

C

L

E

(Open Door Records
A)

001

INOFFENSIVE. sterile
rock and roll, competently expounded.
unexcitedly recorded,
privately shipped to raadd
to its charm, generally
predictable throughout

- andenergy

as Is the Intention?

totally devoid of

enthusiasm, imagination
or Individuality.
Is this album ahead of
Its time?
Probably not A good
riff occasionally surfaces
on 'Speedway', but is
absent for the most part.
'Motoring' proves that
the Ideas are there, even
cumthe lyrics
are
bersome as hell
Just one more paean to
"Hot Rods automobile"

--

1f

-

-Clete

Stallbaumer's
lightweight, vacant

'Legend' ,(ABC
ABC., 5284)

potential,

Emeralds'

Take it or leave it I'll
never change my ways"
Is terribly limp slop,

POCO:

commercial
but It 5
probably all Wealbound
cored find In the data

terms of

or two worthwhile
momenta on It You'll
know the Detroit

juvenalia. Sang For
"I love you /
Rachel'
That's all I'm gonna say /

Win-

-

.

boppy

K56564 )

-

Festival' hit of last year,

The Bank' I think they'll
do It. It's an infectious,

n

NICOLETTE LARSON:
'Nlcolette' (Warner Bros

l

FREDA PA YNE: lookingforherniche

screeching Slouxsie and
simple Sham, buy it.
Nicol and Marsh will be
huge in America though
they might take some
time over here without a
hit single, try to listen to
this before you feel you
can't because they're too
famous, (you mustn't feel
guilty about playing those
Travolla records either)
and just remember that
MOR can be a nice place
fora holiday + + + +
JAMES PARADE

polished album Legends
they may never be but
they'll always be worth a
mention a + + PAUL

Another piece of
palatable all - Ameroan
disco Is 'Devil's Gun' by C
J and Co (they didn't get
where they are today
without having a hit with
'Devil's Gun') But where
are they today' Nowhere
In sight, like so many
ephemeral disco bands.
All the same thin full
version of their theme
from last year Is quite

appealing, especially
with its "Fie -faro-fume

bass line. 'The Dultby the
Mike Theodore Orchestra
veers toweards that bland
Eurodiaco style i guess it
is supposed to sound
Spanish, though Dennis
Coffey's 'Wings Of Fire'
is an Interesting in-

strumental
conglomeration of guitar

synths and horns but
hardly a "disco sizzler"
The same's true of the
medley by the Fantastic
Four, 'Night People /
Lies Divided By Jive', but
it's worth hearing at
least.
It's a bits -and -pieces
album but certainly not
just a "mindless disco"
collection. + + + 16 PAUL
SEXTON

vocals allowing the song
to slide into a sugary
blancmange - swamp
until almost rescued by a

singularly unimaginative
Instrumetal break.

This is no hype, being a
'Rose Of budget, modest
Cimarron' I hear you say, operation. There Is no
and not much else. I'm In room for hype. Therefore,
much the same position, this is the best Clete
so It's worth taking a
thingy can manage?
check on the personnel of
The man's concern with
the band just now; it's all things youthful
Rusty Young. as ever luv tra la, motorbikes tra
was, plus Paul Cotton, la, smoking behind the
Steve Chapman and school wall Ira la ,
Charlie Harrison
appears to be pretty well
The opening electric redundant, ultimately
Chords of 'Boomerang' flimsy, cliched
Imply a certain tedious- The lyrics, and
the
aggressiveness and it music, splinter and
does go on to be one
the

POCO?

.

of

powerful tracks,
but generally the feeling
more
Is

greatly restrained

Songwriting Credits are
shared between Cotton
and Young and Cotton's

contributions,

which

include 'Boomerang', are
always more metallic and
forceful. His 'Barbados'
and 'Heart Of The Night'
have a sort of hustling,
marauding backing. In
contrast Rusty's coro
pletely laid back, even
laid out, on 'Crazy Love',
which is a very soft,
acoustic little melody
endearing in its simplicity. The vocal on
Little Darlin' not the
most original title of the
year) is distinctly Leo
Sayer - Ish. It's even his
sort of song, but the
difference is this is really
American; Sayer just

pretends. In the

stranglehold

restiettons

of this points system four
stars is a bit kind

hearted

hut

it

is

a

collapse Inwards. Splat.
1 love
the idea of independent labels but
usually It helps if the
music can stand up
without the use of crut-

ches.

CHRIS

+ +

WESTWOOD

LES McCANN: 'The
Man' (A&M AMLH 61718)

LES

McCANN

first

stepped out as a soul
jazz pianist in the sixties
(one of his good deeds
was discovering Roberta
Flack): he was one of the
first guys to become
Commercially Involved
with synthesisers; he's
written dozens of songs;
and if nothing else, he'll
go down In history for the
ghetto invective he did

with Eddie Harris,

'Compared To What'
Compared to that, 'The
Man' might seem a little
too well - dressed, but
then It's a very different
kind of album. The
opening number is a
funked - up version of
'Just The Way You Are',
which compares pretty
well to the original One

o¡a
;17
t

a

best'racks la Zane
Grey's gently hunky
of the

VARIOUS

'Westbound

zlers'

K50546)

ARTISTS:
Disco

Siz-

(Westbound

AH YES, my weekly
disco compilation review, this one's hardly in
the 'Midnight Hustle' or
'Boogie Fever' class in

'How Can You
ve Without Love', while
Liospelltsh
the two Instrumentals are
somewhat under par
Ali in all. 'The Man
ain't no stunner, but it's
the kind of late idle
goodie with a touch of
black and blue that
shouldg stay around for a
while. + - 4!t SUSAN

UM

Diamonds are frumps
GREGG DIAMOND'S
STARCRUISER: 'Gregg
Diamond's Starcrulser'
(TK TER 82519)

IT'S

QUITE possible

that if you're In the disco
gang you'll have been.
boogleing to some tracks
by Gregg Diamond's
Star cruiser over the List
few weeks, 'cos the
album's been pretty big

news on import for mine
idle now.
The combination of
high - pitched female
vocals plus disco beat
a a

doesn't

sound very
promising and as it
started t felt sure I was
going to find this all too
American, too sweet.
But no: the vocals are
allied to some really
catchy pop books and
good old funky music,

Gregg Diamond's the

mastermind, It scants,
although he doesn't sing

at all, He plays
keyboards, acoustic

piano, Fender Rhodes
and co -produces and
writes the whole prolect
But the vocal. give this
more of a frantic, urgent
appeal. Macrae the tramp
suit here and they've got
a goad hued a + +

PAUL SEXTON

+++++
4+++
+++

Usbes4bM

+

Unhrsrable

Huy It

Given. espin

+4 Gf.rItstN.s

I

played the second side
a mellow
mond and I must report
that the three songs on
this somnambulant side
start off with a sort of
Gene Page string thing
and Rose Royce singing
and plenty of obnoxious
bass playing. The melody
winds along like some of
Stevie Wonder's until the
strings tarn out to be
synthetic and also obnoxious and then the
same happens with the.
newly introduced waw waw moogs and it's all a
bit monotonous.
This super smooch slooch lasts awhile then
leads onto uninspired pre
seventies

first, being fn

DONALD BYRD: 'Thank
For F.U.M.L.
You
.

(ranking up My Life)'
(Elektra 1020,7)
THANK YOU for ring up

my Life! Not the best of

titles, especially as we're
reminded by the front
cover that Donald Byrd 's
music goes way back to
the early S0's. One

soulfúnesste

never turns me on

Record Minor, December 30. 1978

It can't
have b n
that bad!

Musical Services

GLOSTER

-

what

-

make of today's disco
music, had he lived. With

simply revolutionary,

and even though it was
one of his best creations it
seems a pity that 'South
African Man' should have

become the

major

Bohannon tag.

THE

BRIDES OF

FUNKENSTEIN: 'Funk
Or Walk' (Atlantic
K50548)

FUNKY BUT not so chic.
but not so tunky either.
,

,

l.,

I

1
1

i

Not knowing much about
places like FunkUvania
or whereverttis, I was
told last week by one of
my aides that
Clinton. the Brides' best

man" parades some sort
of robotic fashions on
stage and flies off on top
of a flying - saucer as a
finale. As I don't get to
see many of these groups,
I can only take his word
for it (too busy parading
my parade) but It does

sound

Some of the tracks do
have a certain potboiler
'Getting
air around them,Side'
for
To The Other

example. Others, like
'Foot Stompin' Music'
feel rather experimental
and don't really achieve
success. But with such

fascinating.
He

George's songs don't.
Is also the mastermind
(generous) behind those

other

flunky

Junkies

and
Parliament,
whose ex-

D
l''unkadelie,
eD
travagant Funk religion's
have been the talk of the
a
western hemisphere for
few weeks now, ever JIMMY CLIFF: 'Give
Since they infiltrated our Tharp('
(Warner Bros
shores to play live. (Brief KNEW)
great
synopsis
they're
on stage, they don't write SITTING in cosy. rainy
to
London. it's difficult
Wald tunes).

-

Okr.

-

Llboehovany

Lttomerlee.

Czee hoslovak la

2m

Sam. Bocel. Woosi
Good,. Goodie
No 1DJ
Stanley T,rremin
Dl.co Dancing
F,nk.delin
one mown
the
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not
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NEIL DIAMOND: giving It hit all (all what?)

bland, MOR cover versions, like
'God Only Knows' on his last album.
His own songs create problems
too: I fully recognise that he writes
strong, well - constructed material,
It just doesn't sound right. His voice
sounds tired and strangely superior,
as if he's trotting out a few more
numbers for a few dollars more. I

NEIL DIAMOND: 'You Don't Bring
Me Flowers' (CBS 86077)

"THE AMERICAN Popular Song
ad

...

..."

and on
goes on and on
nauseam. The sleeve note is a pretty
good summary of the new Diamond
disc. You know how it is when you
don't like something and you I can't
say why? Well you see doctor, have

my dreams
out
everyone around me is freaking just
to Neil Diamond and I'm
vacant.
looking
standing their
Problem is, It ain't no dream. So I'll
Ile on the couch and

this.

It's fair to say,

try to analyse

as someone did on

that if
the radio the other day, albums
you've liked Nell's previous
wrong
much
to
find
you're not going
with this. Ten songs, six of them
gaffer,
by
the
written
or
co
written
and the odd interpretation (very
odd) of someone else's material. But
say 'You've Got
I shuddered when I that's
right, the
Your Troubles'
the sleeve and
on
old Fortunes' hit
I heard
I shuddered even more when
tt. He will insist on these thoroughly

--

the beating

heat of Jamaica It or
is
Egypt, or wherever the
they gad about at
I'm
moment, but God this
going to try because
record's got a very good
cover and as I appreciate
the art of covers more
than what's in them
usually,
As ever, there are a lot
of funny names on this
record of "real reggae".
there's Sticky and G(bby
for a start and then
there's all these people
like Jim Keltner and Jay
Winding who obviously
don't get to watch much
telly as they're so busy
recording with all these
funny, sunny superstars,
I bet they don't even know

'

You,, Stood

n 7p

Chanson

Don't Hold Rack
Ranieri Jonas. Gmodn'.

1.s

Bert.
Cameo. baSerious
Send sae for

nso

any

he's supposed to be why
has he written all the
boring songs here.] know
to do
It's got something art
or
with expressing his had
something but I've
that
just about enough of hear
rubbish and I wanna of
something with a bit

One

song

Ladee
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life in It. All this moaning
about Africa and Jah just
doesn't wash anymore
and here we go again with

frankly I b' ve
the telly again.

PI

CASSETTE
HIRE

-

'Crossroads' Is.
Anyway, Jimmy's got a
record here and I don't
really know if It's supposed to be an important
one or not. I mean. I don't
care anyway because I
like a disc with a bit of
character and U 1 hear
like
much more reggaeworth
this, I soon won't be
I'm
Actually,
to.
talking
and
probably not anyway
a lot of people will bear
this out.
James might be a good
singer, but if that is what

All Records 8
Tapes Wanted
ahl f a
a
b.,yfano
U br . b Cnues
p

lists

While Stocks Last
All Prices Include pbp

mums - and - dads - rock. 'The
Dancing Bumble Bee / Bumble
Boogie' (God, even the titles are
awful) is a sort of 'Disco Flight Of
The Bumble Bee', honesL 'Say
Maybe' Is the ultimately crass song
a melody of Lego Set simplicity
and zilch originality.
The best moment is the string
arrangement at the beginning and
end of 'The American Popular Song'
but he sings and ruins It all. Of
course you're not going to take any
ndtice of all this, you'll buy it
anyway. Diamond may be forever
but this one could end today and I
wouldn't complain.. + + PAUL
SEXTON

what

*******

1..Sº

Roy Ayres
Hat of the

don't like classifying it, but 'You
Don't Bring Me Flowers',
'Remember Me' and the like are

In

this problem.

of for Jimmy
still with plenty
freshness bongoes and

KL1ÍI

Svoboda

Cleveland Eaton

gemeroos as 'The Stop
And Go', and 'Disco
'SA
Stomp' and of course
as they say
Man', this is an album "get the vibe"
Cliffs jungle

relevance and
today. + + + 56 SUSAN
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and E. European Records
J
for British albums.

PaIFki Jove,
I Lora Amerce
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disco music is doing
today. At their best, the
long-distance funk / Latin
/ Afro fusions were

Records Wonted

Market Parade
Gloucester
Tel: 33084
12" SINGLES

Touchante' has a lot of

-

I1 St Alhans Avenue,
London Wt.

CENTRE
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that
so I

those eeyow - eeyow type
in it that were on
Coltrane's iron minded noises
Star Wars single and
determination I would the
had enough of it now
imagine him following a I've
the third song
different path- On the because
Nappy' is pretty wet and
other hand. survival in they
even
get into some
world
not
is
today's music
New Orleans jazz - horn
easy and Donald Byrd thing and NOJ is where I
survives. (He Is an ex- stop I'm afraid,
cellent player).
This solo album Is
The 'Brides' are OK but
aimed at the disco world. to my younger daysrwhen
but there are quite a few I was a philanderer on the
moments tucked away floors of London I reckon
amongst the army of I wouldn't have been too
players that surround excited about prancing
him. The title track has around to this would I?
nice horn: 'Loves Shine' And the general idea is to
starts with him talking dance to It isn't it? Answer me someone ... + +
(drivel) "seeing you.
etc JAMES PARADE
across the room
(most of the lyrics are of
the functional disco
kind). His talking voice" HAMILTON BOHANBest'
reminded me of Mingus NON: 'Bohannon's
and his singing doesn't (London SHU 8522)
match his trumpet at all.
But, 'Close Your Eyes' THIS IS a retrospective of
shows a strong feel for producer / writer /
this kind of music
drummer Hamilton
obviously
There is something Bohannon
here, but I doubt if he enough. But what isn't so
Inspires the young obvious until you get
players now as he did in down to those 10 tracks in
the 50's.
detail, is just what he was
(Miles does!) +++ achieving all those years
W IILI AM SAND
back (well about four
years) in terms of what

LYRICS WANTED by
music publishing house.

DISCO

turn it over. The first
John just
side leads to danger
a man he
Coltrane
because
it is the loud side.
shared many a happy Anyway,
'War Ship
would
album with
wonders

15

Is

alright. 'She Is A Woman'
but it sound» a bit saucy
like Bobby Marley and all
I can really say is that the
remainder is probably
really good to whip creama

to or something. Wait
is
minute though, there
one interesting thing

here. Jimmy Cliff's

manager Is Kathe Kerr.
and her address on the
cover is Canned Goods
Inc. 213 East »9b% St, New
York, she'ss gonna love
+ JAB
JAMES PARADE

by
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a
I Isiah them
Sort things out fella., with CBS.
MIKE NfC.7Kt(A,a
and '79 could he a hot luck.
year. STEVE GETI'.
THE JAM, Music

i1oW5

THE TRO(',GS
Fulham Greyhound

TNE RED
ELVIS

'Mr Clean',
claims on their behalf Street',
Watts'. AL off the
about them being the 'David
album 'All
current
band's
of
original godfathers
punk or anything, but ... Mod Coro'.
Ume I
very
first
The
once
were
they
In a sense
a pokey
the English equivalent of saw them wasinatBrighton.
middle - American outfits little cinema
and we
like The Turtles and Fights broke outshnless.
were scared
Guess Who?
the
flying,
were
Bottles
Troggs.
to
The
And so
Do you remember the cops came but no

AT-

hamfisted gyrations of
Reg Presley and his boys
as he blurted out shock
horror obscentities like
"Ya slacks so low that ya
hips are showing"? Well

I WISH

Elvis Costello would smile. Just to show he's
enjoying it as much as us, Okay, so at first we didn't'
stand up and create a riot as he wanted. But that'
wasn't our fault. Every time someone as much asi
twitched they were asked not to move or to get back!
to their seats
but is the grimace on Elvis' face just
a pose that he thinks he should live up to?.
The image, the pose, the straight suit. No flashy
extras Good songs, good music and a good show is
definitely what you get. The only thing he'd treated
himself to since his earlier days is an excellent
lighting system. It's one of the best I've seen without
using enormous effects or laser beams. The lighting
engineer was spot on (oops) all the time.
The only complaint I have is that I was stuck right
up the very hack, way into the gods, and Elvis' vocals
got lost on some of the numbers. But the Attractions
have never been better. America has knocked off the
rough edges,
Don't go to one of Elvis' gigs expecting anything
else but music, because all you'll get are the songs
and a few introductions. 'Accidents Will Happen',
'Red Shoes', 'Watching The Dectective', 'I Don't
Want To Go To Chelsea', 'Pump It Up' and a few from
his new album, 'Armed Forces'. No fits, no stops, no
busts. The red spoUight lights up his face throughout
the set, dragging out the devil In him. Spitting out the
words as though they were the last he's going to utter.
Bitter but sweet.
He did one encore, 'Radio Radio' he could have
done more. I hope he wasn't disappointed in us. I
smiled at the end, because Elvis didn't. It's what I
expected of him. Miserable bleeder.
Supports were Richard Hell And The Voidolds, who
went straight underneath me. They were the pits.
John Cooper Clarke opened the evening. He's cut
his set to about 20 minutes, left in the good stuff and
I
he got the applause he deserved, even got an encore.
could have done with more of him and less (a lot less)
of Richard Hell. ALF' MARTIN
such as an uneasy syn
PETER GABRIEL, thesis of so many foreign
parts. A balladeering

Odeon,

SEVEN YEARS ago I
saw Peter Gabriel. lank
haired and mascaraed at
a 200 capacity dive that
was only half full. He
delivered short, dry
monologues, sang clever
and peculiar music, and
struck me as a weirdo. I
and his
thought he
were
band, Genesis
good, but they bored me
for reasons I found hard
to explain
At Hammersmith
Odeon, on December 20.
1978, I saw him again, this
Ume with short hair and
teddy bear. He still struck
me as a weirdo. He still

- -

delivered short, dry
monologues And he still

voice over melody syn
theslser (not used rhyth
mically as In modern

music) and outright rock
'n' roll guitar blasts. With
skill these pieces coul'
fit, but they don't, and
o
leave a sense very
vacuousness that is
unsatisfying.
When he concentrated
on one approach at one
time as on 'Fear Is The
Mother Of Violence',
soft and direct ballad that

-

impressed. simply
voice

because Gabriel's
fits that approach better.
He seems at sea when he
tries to do his 'get down'
bit, like the very tedious
encore.
I admire his InteWgence. I admire his

bored me in much the keyboard player's hairdo.
same way as he had in But I don't admire his
soul, which seems to have
1971.
got lost somewhere
As it was, it still Is
smartass music, full of between the hardware.
ideas, but cold and un- It's his perennial
problem, and inevitable
communicative.,

-

Which is quite untrue,

at least as far as the wildly
enthusiastic crowd at the

Odeon were concerned.
They worshipped
Gabriel, bathed in his
light ecstatically, mobbed him as he moved
amongst them with his
radio mike and wide eyes.
It's quite likely that
Gabriel a music has to be
learnt to be enjoyed. like
chess, I am ignorant of
his albums and thus
wrong footed from the

elan

But what he does seems

downfall. TIM LOTI'

CLIFF RICHARD,

Royal Albert Hall,
London

ELVIS COSTELLO: miserable bleeder:
too old. Well here's news:

a warmer reception than

mospheric pop - rock
concert without resorting
to the MOR theme that
usually cuts it in hails like
that.

selection of old favourites
intermingled with several

38 and that don't the totally negative
matter either. At the audience at the Electric
Albert Hall he managed Ballroom was prepared
to give a really at-, to ve.

he's

Their material,

His show was in two
parts. The first half was a
retrospective, courtesy of
the '40 Golden Greats'
album and the fact that'

a

new songs from the forthcoming album, was fine
and was executed competently enough so why
was the' response so

-

limited? certainly the
freezing cold weather
he's recently reached 201 didn't exactly help, but
years on the scene.' basically I think Gen X
Live' Doll', 'Move ICI have still to attract the
'Do You Warns Dance'. sort of crowd to which
they were all there: so' they are best suited. The
too, pleasant surprise, posers and punks were in
was 'D In Love', an old B attendance naturally
side, and his very 1978 enough, but where the
interpretation of 'Please hell was any kind of HM
Don't Tease' (which wale contingent?
With a guitarist like
on the back of 'Please
Remember Me'). Hank; Derwood, who constantly
Marvin's 'Day I Met delivers live wire axe,
Marie' had to be included,: and bassist Tony James,
and it's still Cliff's second: a self confessed
Motorhead and Sabbath
(ave song.
Part one was a pleasant follower, this band is
reminder of how things currently one of the
were before we grew up, heaviest young British
but everyone really outfits on the rock scene.
wanted to see how things Listening to such items as
are now. So to part two, 'Day by Day' and 'One
based on the new album. Hundred Punks' was
The title track 'Green sufficient proof. Billy
in
Light' was an obvious cue Idol, meanwhile was Is
for some effective fine voice, and
lighting and Cliff expertly becoming better and
ran through some goodies better as a frontman
from the elpee: 'She's A every gig.
Admittedly this one
Gipsy', 'Under Lock And
Key' and 'Start All Over wasn't my favourite
Again'. By the way it's Generation X concert, but
it,
about time the geezer had I still enjoyed
especially new songs like
'Please
a hit
and
'English
Dreams
deserved
Remember.Me'
Come on
it, and 'Can't Take The 'King Rocker'. don't
rely
Hurt Anymore' deserves headbangers, to
satisfy
it, se perhaps in early '79 on America
make a
your needs
it'll happen.
'Miss You Nights', his point of seeing this,
own favourite, was as English act soon. STEVE
dreamy as ever, and GETT
'Devil Woman' was the
obvious climax. Great MARSEILLES
green
effects here
t
spotlight on the man. Marquee, London
echoed voice and a really
yet
tight rock 'n' roll song. He HAVING NOTup with
just couldn't lose by the managed to catch
Marseilles In concert,
end the kids were bopping despite
the fact that they
down at the front, and he
UFO last
spent the whole time supported
I decided to
jumping around on stage summer, along
to the
wander
like a teenager himself.
Mi yes, the young ones, Marquee
(filthily
I
What
darin', we're the yowl
ones
PAUL SEX'IVN discovered was an outfit
of tour talented and
young
energetic
GENERATION X
musicians, who provided)
Electric Ballroom as enjoyable a set as was
-

-

-

-

-

WHENEVER I see artists
like Cliff Richard I'm
reminded just how
pointless It is to like hip
music for the sake or
being a la mode. He'
picked up a lot of respect London
over the last three years
A mere five der
or so, but Cliffs still BEING
Christmas. I
scorned by some, maybe before
because they think he's sure that Gen X expec

in.

The Jam took to the
It was shit or bust

stage,

As soon as the music
started, no problems.

having been a fortunate, A few fights, tempers
building up. then The
Jam appear and all the
kids are into Is the music.
Alright, so there was a lot
of swaying and shoving
and the floor was used as
a trampoline but all they
interested in was
-empty were
exactly pleasant to the the
the music.
ears and to watch him Greyhound.
They were already halfAnd everyone got what
strutting about like a
as
peacock, clad In red satin way through the glorious they wanted. 'A Bomb'
two
trousers was an affront to 'Love Is Ml Around' by an encore they did
'David Watts', 'Here
the eyes. Even the likes of the time I got there (busy
David Lee Roth. a poser If week, y'know) but it was Comes The Weekend'.
ever there was one, have obvious that they have 'London Girls'. 'Down In
At
at least got style, but not changed very much. The Tube Station The
Marseilles. frontman had O1' Reg might have Mtdnight'.'This Is
as much charisma and gained the odd stone or Modern World'. Come on,
attraction as a stale loaf two, but he looked sur- name me a duff one In
prisingly unwrinkled that lot:
of processed bread.
'Al Mod Cons' is the
Yet'the music Itself was after the best part of One best album this year. This
good. in a heavy vein, and -a - half decades.
And the songs were just was one of the best gigs.
with the focus on their
lead guitarist. He con- as they used to be. Hits What better way could
sistently delivered en- like 'With A Girl Like you finish It.
I didn't catch all the
tertaining soloing, as well You' rubbing notes with a
as slick rifting: all three fistful of r'n' b chestnuts support bands but I
other musicians worked like 'Memphis', 'Welkin' caught all of Gang Of
The Dog' and 'No Par- Four. Chris Westwood
equally hard.
Place To Go'.
has been raving about
Nearly all the ticular
Of course, the numbers them, and he's got every
ingredients of a successful hard rocking everybody was waiting right to. One number.
group (British thank' for were 'Wild-Thing' and 'Love Like Anthrax' is
heavens), with sound 'Can't Control Myself'. great. As for Jab Jab, if
By the time they were they changed those silly
material and playing, are
present, but,such a status played the dance floor clothes they wear and
will be hard to reach with was seething, Reg was didn't do a boring drum
that singer need I say sweating and there was solo, I might have been
talk of a possible contract interested. ALF MARTIN
more?
e.

I/

1

'could stop the fists going

recollecting them as This night was the same

trI

-

Hammersmith
London

-

-

DEVIL ...
ELVIS COSTELLO AND THE
TRACTIONS
Dominion Theatre, London

Machine, London

TAKE no notice of Juicy
Lefty, she doesn't knew
what she's talking about.
pages four and five
WELL, what with the (see
her comment on the
for
ap
sentimental season
preaching. It's Ume to cote band).
The Jam, at present.
a bit of nostalgia, right.
test wings
And how better to go are Britain's
about it than by catching hand. can go to plenty of
You
an eyeful of The Troggs. gigs and see your fay
those Infamous rogues hands but you always get
who had a whole string of
their earlier
potential hits banned by calls for
With The Jam It's
the Beeb before Johnny songs.
They've
different.
sorry Lydon
Rotten
they're
even knew the meaning of progressed,
sings. The
better
writting
the word.
know It so they short
Not that I'm trying to Kids
make any outlandish for 'A Bomb In Wardour

...

possible in the presence
of a lead vocalist. whose
stage antics were absolutely deplorable.

Hie

voice wasn't

alternative to the likes of
the Tremeloes and Cliff
Richard on good old Top
of the Pops, It was
without misgivings that I
trooped off down to
Fulham to catch them at

half

-

-

-

... and Dury the
green god

IAN DURY
Lewisham Odeon, London
And everybody did.
Hundreds rushed down to the front
as little Norman Watt - Roy strutted
round with his bass pushing the rest
of the band into gear
Ian Duty is a performer. He mixes
crudeness with sophistication, rock
with old - time musical and

WAKE UP!

downright showmanship with
modesty.

Somehow he gets everything right.
There's always something to look at

a solo to get off on or just plain good
stomping rhythms. Straight
01'
away, the unassuming star was
delving into the piece of newspaper
he keeps by his microphone, picking
out a scarf or piece of Unmet to play
with.
On into 'Ahacadabra', Dury the
magician this time, desperately
trying to raise his microphone with
the aforementioned neckpiece.
Spotlighted In green, button boy
jacket glinting, he won the audience
over with his muted husky voice,
giving the odd nod or wink to the
hand, assuring them about their
faultless performance
It was a good taster for his new
songs too. Just as original and
diverse as the numbers which have
become household names
'Clever
Trevor' el al. First came a rock
Toiler, 'Silver Dollar', then cockney

-

music hall with 'This Is What We
Find'
strange one this, as It fits
In a bit of reggae as well.
Our man still has a taste for the
crude though. Not obscene, more a
childlike interest, rather like 'If 1
Was With A Woman' (that went
down a storm). 'You Want It Fair' is
Dtuy's move into reggae, with
rather myrtle?, Angle - Saxon lyrics.
"You got a gorgeous bum, why
not come round to meet my mum?"
The inevitable 'Blockheads'
provided the end of the set. And what
an ending, the band playing faster
and faster, more and more frantic as
they were covered In multi coloured plastic tubing, rather like
never - ending toothpaste weaving
across the hand and stage.
An encore was inevitable
Dury

-a

-

-

couldn't refuse the crowd's

demands. Back he came for'1iy Old
Man' and another new sing, 'Cleyer'
probably the best for my money, a
sort of funky number tide time,
giving

the

whole

deserved solos.
Then 'SEX
and ROCK

band

well

DRUGS
... and
and ROIL.'.
,

.

A

perfect ending. Dury gave
everything, the band gavet

everything, and it was

culmination of a nearly
long set.
.'See ya next year [+'[sham"
said the performer , . This slow
w W run and run . , - aüMON HILLS

Record Mirror, December 30, 1978
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Much
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Hello Noue sounds about to happen
In 1979. It's yen last chance to catch
CLASH,
supported by THE SLITS AND THE THE
INNOCENTS
this side of Auld Lang Sync and new year
resolutions
at London Lyceum, (Thursday & Friday),
closely
followed at the same venue by an
ageing ROD
STE WAR T, completing his Olympiad stint
and UK
tour there on New Year's Eve.
Rhythms of vision
from OSBISA playing their annual
Christ ma` gig at Hammersmith Odeon, sameLondon
night, timing
the music to run t ni' to 1979,
More Hogmanay
celebrations down South from FRANKIE
MII.7-ER at
the new look London Greyhound
and the original KOKOMO line - Fulham
up
finish
their
nostalgic three niter reunion at Dingwalls, Camden
Lock with a special party gig, (also Sunday).
OP four eyes and entourage wipe
Scots mist
from their bifocals with dates atthe Portsmouth
Guildhall (Thursday), Bath Pavilion, (Friday),
Canterbury Odeon. (Saturday), and Hemel Hempstead Pavilion, (Tuesday). A third album and a
January mail - tour from ELVIS COSTELLO & THE
ATTRACTIONS. with RICHARD HELL & THE
VOIDOIDS and JOHN COOPER - CLARKE.
Over the water, Irish axeman RORY
GALLAGHER gets It on with BR AM TCHAIKOVSKY
at Dublin Stadium, (Thursday, Friday and Saturday), Cork Arcadia, (Sunday & Monday), and Belfast
Ulster Hall,, (Wednesday).
THE FALL with special guests SUBWAY SECT,
MONOCHROME SET give old m uslck the proverbial
V - sign at London's Electric Ballroom, Camden and
this week heralds the rebirth of not JC but the once gutted .Albany Empire, Deptford. re - opening It's
doors with the SQUEEZE Christmas Partyy, plus
RUBBER JOHNNY, DEBBIE BISHOP. and ROUGH
EDGE, (Thursday).
A Neue Wave resolution for one 'n all
support
your local bands. They could be here next year.

-
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NOTTINGHAM,

Imperial

Hole? 1128.41. The Drains

Bungalow

Bar

Hull Mee 6667 ), Sneaky Pole

PORTSMOUTH. Gulldh4B
134365), Elvte Costello And
The Attraction» / Richard
Hen And The Voidolda /
.1004,

101-240

LONDON, Ruskin Arms,
East Ham 101-472 0377).
Dog Watch

MANCHESTER.

Apollo,

Ardwlck (061.273 1112), Leo
Sayer

MANCHESTER,
Garter

Golden

1061 437 7614),

New Seeker.

The

MANCHESTER, Venub, New
Electric Circus (061 205
5114), Quartz

MELTON

MOWBRAY.

Painted Lady (812121). Ray
King Band

MIDDLESBROUGH.

Madison. (2401211, Muscles
MIDDLESBROUGH, Rock
Garden (2(1095). The Flys
NEWPORT, Village (811949).
Tremors

NORWICH. Boogie House,
The Magnets
NOTTINGHAM, Boat Club
(8690321, Bullets

Imperial

NOTTINGHAM,

PAISLEY.

Three

Horse

Shoes (041 889 9985),
NevWe Taylor
REDCAR, Coatham Bowl
(74420), Supercharge /

Frans Blanc

RETFORD,
(749811,

Porterhouse
Cheap Flights

ST AUSTELL, New Cornish
Riviera 18127231. Cygnus
SCARBOROUGH. Penthouse
(6320 ), The Blshope

SHEFFIELD, Limit
Harlow

(730940).

SOUTHEND. Top Alex, Live
Wire

SUNDERLAND.

Mecca

(57588), The Accelerators
SWINDON, Brunel Rooms
(31384), Rokotto
WEST RUNTON, Pavilion
Alley
(203), )C a11a
YEOVIL- tam Al Sutra,
Raw Deal

7881), Ded Byrds

LONDON, CamdenElectric
(485
Ballroom,
0006). Squeeze / Brian
James' Alletan / Ttianemltter. / Addis
LONDON. Fulham Town Hall
101-388 1212). David
Swarbrlek
LONDON, Golden Lion.

Fulham

101-385

And

Ricky Cool

3942),

The

Icebergs
LONDON, Hope and Anchor.
Lslln

M

101.359 4510), The

Son

LONDO
Street

Club, Oxford

100

fo
xrd

X01

Collier' Alletar Jaasmen
LONDON. John1x1621,Bull
The
Chiswick (01.094
PRY

C000.v (Sarta

LONDON. Marquee. War dour Street (01-457 66031.
Ian Gillen Band

LONDON.

Moonlight,

Railway. West Hempstead
(01.677 11731, Jab Jab

LONDON Music Machine.
Camden (01-387 04281.
Pre sure Stocks / The
Raaw
LONDON. Nashbllle Ken.
smglon

401-603

Brakes/ Jags

071). The

Olympia
1200), Rod Stewart

LONDON,

101366

DUNOON. US Naval Base,
Radar

EASTBOURNE.

Archery

(22069). Steve Boyce Band

EASTBOURNE, Cavalier
(22307), The Piranhas

ELY, British Sugar Club,
Feverpltch
GALASHIELS, Privateer
GLASGOW, Amphora (041
3,32 2780) Joe The Trough
KEISO, Ednam I louse hotel.
The Minos (Scottish Band)
)GNGHORN, culnzle Neuk
(598), Brody

LEEDS,

162..470

Fforde

,

Nuta

LIVERPOOL, Eric.
Lewisham
Cadillac

Black

LONDON,
Camden

Mill,

(021 634 94131, Sassafras

BIRMINGHAM, Railway
021

389

5491),

School

Sports

BISHOPS STORTFORD.
Triad 563931, Bouncer
BLACKPOOL, Norbreck
Castle 152341). The Reality
Band

BLYTH, Golden

Eagle

(43431. The Accelerator»

BRIDGWATER, Tosen Hail.
Mechanical Horsetrough /
Cocky

BRISTOL. Granary 128212),
The Cruises
CANNOCK, Troubador 105436
21411, Streetlight
The Attractions J Richard
Heil And The Voldold. /

John Cooper Clarke
CHIDDINGLEY, Six Bells
(227), Nightrider
CORBY, Nags Head (63174),

Gaita
CRESWELL. Elmton Road
Social Club. Strange Days

DERBY. Pennine
(

Hotel

41741). Pressure Shocks

of the
Midlands (325431. Alvin
Studs/et

DERBY, Talk

5

Camden

Riviera

1812725), Cygnus

Minerva

SOUTHEND.

Gina And The
Heckle' Rebels
SEAHOUSES, Dolphn Club
(7148011.

~Refire
Hollywood, The
17205551.

dertone,

Solicit

makers 173724), ~Refire
(lunchtime)
SUNDERLAND. Pofytech,dc
(761011, Steve Elgin And
The Flatbnckere
WEST RUNTON, Pavilion
(205). Raymond Froggat
Rand / Kangaroo Alley
YORK. Revolution 26221),
China Street
e

Global

4967).

Sports Club: Paradox

Robin Walk

Little Acre /

Castle 152341), Buddy

BRADFORD, Royal
dard (278981. Eater

BRIGHTON,

Stan;,

Alhambra

(27874), The Piranha.
Fulham (01.385 3942), The CANNOCK, Troubador (05438
Pantie.
21411, The Kidda Band
LONDON, Hope and Anchor, CARLISLE, Border Terrier
Islington (01-359 4510). Jab
(22725), The Accelerators

Arcadia.

Rory

Jab

CORK,

Barber

Tchalkovaky
DERBY, Sintin Moor Social
Club (762255). Strange
Days

LONDON, 100 Club, Oxford
Street (01.636 0933). Clue»

Gallagher / Bram

LONDON, John Bulll
Chiswick (01.994 0082),
DUNSTABLE, California
Split Rlvltt
LONDON, Marquee, War
dour Street (01-437 6603),

-

No Dice

(82804), HI Tension

FALKIRK, Magpie,
Necromancer

LONDON. Moonlight GALWAY, Manhattan Bar.
The Radiator.
Railway. West Hampstead
(01-877 1473), In- HULL, Humberside Theatre
mates/Purple Hearts
LONDON. Music Machine,
Camden (01-387 0428), The
Ken-

6071).
Gonzalez / Essential Logic
LONDON, Old Swan, Notting
Hill Gate. Rednite
LONDON. Olympia (01-485
9006), Rod Stewart
LONDON, Pegasus, Stolle
Newington 101-226 5930),
(01-603

Big Chef
LONDON. Rock Garden.
Covent Garden (01-240
3961) Matchbox
LONDON, Swan, Ham,
mersmlth (01.749 103).
Tiger Ashby
LONDON. Windsor Castle,
Harms,. Road (01.288 84031,
D'Abreu Hand

MANCHESTER.
erdwlck

i

Apollo.

081.273 11121. Lao

Sayer

12636381,

Ethel The Frog
Bandwagon.

KINGSBURY.
Samson

Fforde

LEEDS,

(823470), Limelight

.

Grene

LEICESTER. Oddfellows
Arms

fHlnkley

5123221.

Pressure Shocks

Bandwagon,

LONDON.

Finsbury Park, Ian GOian
Band

/

Samson

LONDON, Brldgehouse.
Canning Town 101-476

2188) Jaekle Lyntan'e RD

Band

Dingwalis,

LONDON,
Camden

(01-287

Kokomo

4067),

LONDON, Golden Lion,
Fulham 101.365 39431,
Hlnkley's Heroes

LONDON, Greyhound,
Fulham (01.305 0526).
Fronkle Miller

LONDON, Hammersmith
Odeon 101-748 4081),

MANCHESTER. Venue, New
Electric Circus (11411 2(00
51141, The Fall

Oslbiaa
LONDON, Hope and Anchor,
'Caen,IGrM
ton la l-359id 1310).

Painted Lady (812121). Ray.
King Band

LONDON, 100 Club. Oxford
Street 101.636 01041, The

MELTON

MOWBRAY,

West End Stomper.
MIDDLESBROUGH,
Bull.
Madison. 1240121), Muscles LONDON. John00621. The

MIDDLESBROUGH. Rock
Garden 1341905), Jack
Thighs
NORWICH, Boogie (louse,
The Edge
NOTTINGHAM, Club Malibu
(754738), The Hormone»

/

Lap Regions ( Gwalhlr /
The Presa / Low C
PAISLEY, Three Horse
Shaer (041 889 4869). Garry.
Scott

PEL9ALL, Community
Centre. The Ttmaneeen

Chiswick

101.994

Press

LONDON, lyceum Strand
(01-038 37151. Rod Stewart
LONDON, Marquee. W."
dour Street 101-437 6803).
Radio Stars / Autograph.

LONDON,

Moonlight.

Railway, West Hampstead
101477
Hand

14731.

LONDON, Medic Machine.
Camden 101.387 04281.
'Supercharge/ The pantie.

4510).

.190

101

LONDON, Pegasus. Stoke
(last Year'.
Newingwn 01.228 59.30),
Soul Yard
LONDON, Moonlight,
Railway. Weal Hampstead
LONDON. Rock Garden,
(01 677 1475). Prag Vet /
Covent Garden (01.240
The Helicopters
3961), Jab Jab
LONDON. Music Machine,
LONDON, Ruskin Arms.
Camden (01 197 0428), Little
East Ham (01.472 03771,
Bo Bitch
Dog Watch
LONDON. Nashville, Kern. Ington (01
6a1 0711, AdLONDON, Two Brewer.,
e rtlsing / The Sincere.
Clapham (01-87441281. Live
Wire
LONDON, Pegasus, Stoke
Newington 101 226 1910),
MANCHESTER, Apollo,
Tennis Shoes
Ardwlck 101-273 1112). Leo
LONDON. Rock Garden,
Sayer
Covent Garden 101 940
MIDDLESBROUGH,
39611,9 tit Rhin
(240131). Muscles
LONDON. Windsor Castle,
Harrow Road 101 286 64031,
NORWICH, Boogie House,
Pint Aid
Bouncer
NOTTINGHAM, Boat Club MANCHESTER, Band On
The Wall (964 832 0623), St
(869032), Gaffe
Mathlldas Boy.
The
NOTTINGHAM. Imperial
i

John Cooper Clarke

OXFORD.

Oranges and
Lemons (42080), Left Hand

Drive
RAGLAN, Beaufort
Hotel Stargazer

(714091). Flying
(two -shows)

JANUARY 3
BEDFORD, Horse a Groom,
Johnny Coulro
1

1363).

622

BIRMINGHAM,
Cross (021
phan

622

Or-

Railway

Prnnadonna
CHESTER. Smarties, C Ga.
(021 359 3491),
6

Arcadia., Rory
/ Bram

Gallagher
Tchatkovsky

DUBLIN,

McGonnigles
Radiator.
Fforde Green

(774697). The

LEEDS,

(623470), Quarts

LEEDS, Vivas
Vye

1456249), The

Brldgehou.e,

LONDON,

Canning Town 031 476 28891,
RDB
LONDON, Hope and Anchor,
lelington (ill 359 4510),

Whirlwind
Festival)

Year's

(Last

Club. Oxford
Street (01 636 0933),
Revelation

LONDON,

100

Kensington.

LONDON,

Russel Gardens,

101

eat

33451, Ftnt Aid
LONDON, Muele Machine,
Camden (01 387 0425), The
Shea/ Tall Story
LONDON, Nashville, Ken-

03

sington (01
Racing Can

LONDON,
Southgate

60711.

Royalty,
880

101

4112),

Wilde And The
Wildcats / MP
Flying Saucer. /-Shades %
lets l Wild Wax Show
PRESTON, Mannraker. New
Mania

Marty

BIRMINGHAM. Bogart.
843

(50978) China Street
SCARBOROUGH, Penthouse

Frisky

Lion, Solihull, Orphan
(1771 :159

34911,

GLASGOW.
332

Railway

Rainmaker

fat

Amphora

270), Liberty Bodice

GLASGOW. Apollo 10(1 112
8055), Lee Sayer / The

Dooley.

GLASGOW,

Donne

(0416492745), Radar

Castle

LONDON. Dingwa'ls,
Camden 101 267 49671,
Inunivant
LONDON. Greyhound.
Citadwell Heath 101 599
15331, Dog Walsh

LONDON, Hope and Anchor,
Islington (01 369 4510). 90
Causes Inclualve
LONDON. 10) Club, Oxford
Street (01 636 0923). Sammy
Rlmmingtm, Quintet

LONDON.
Russel

Kensington.

Garden.

101

LONDON.

Moonlight,

Rallway, West Hampstead
(01 877 U73), The )(tree /

The v ears
LONDON, Music Machine,
Camden (01 397 028).
David Kuhlnec
LONDON. White dart, Acton,
Ra
MARGATE, Bowler» Arms

(Thane, 24653(,

1

ASH, The
Paiace,The Accelerator»
NOTTINGHA-M, Club Malibu
(2517581, The C7r,tham City
Swing Band
SCAMP ON, RAF Club, The
Cruisers
(553046), Co Co

WIGAN,
Export

Git1AAA.E)I13
1191

The

Plranhae

MOUNTAIN

Blot.

Fiesta

Bar (36740

All CAR1itGAfE, hIB4,RD, MOM
pN9I lesh R9s1149her
t

603

3143), Rednite

PORTERHOUSE CLUB
_

1021

0172). The Edge

BIRMINGHAM, Golden

Stowaway STOCKPORT,

NEWPORT,
1631041,

BELFAST, Ulster Hall
(21:441, Rory Gallagher /
Bran Tchalkoveky

Merest BIRMINGHAM.
32111),

BIRMINGHAM,
CORK,

Co Co

Saucer

BIRMINGHAM, Barrel
(021

( 513048),

Arms

JANUARY
Fashion

Manchester
NOTTINGHAM, Imperial
Hotel (42884), Gaffe
OXFORD, Corn Dolly
1447011, Annlnersary
STOCKPORT. Fiesta
Mekons

Minerva

SOUTHEND,

Organ

/

9nyd. /

OXFORD, New Theatee
(445441, Elvis Costello And
The Attractions / Richard
Hell And The Voldolds /

BISHOPS STORTFORD, Old
Mailings. Society Rhythmn

BLACKPOOL, Norbreck

Village,

(M. 476 7Áe9),

The Smirk.

LIIngton
Whtrlwled
Festival)

Video

(021 359 3491)

Brldg e hoe..,

Canning Town

LONDON, Hope and Anchor,

Orchestra

Charing Cross (01.880
3841), Immigrant
LONDON, Golden Lion,

Nashville.

(21110). The Dlstralnere

LONDON,

BIRMINGHAM, Rahway

Kaiak

LONDON.

BARNSLEY, Centenary
Rooms, Strangcways
BIRMINGHAM. Aldridge

HEMPSTEAD,

And The Vnldnlds / John
Goober Clarke
LEI CE9TER, Tiffany.

Hotel (428841, Pancho

Lakeland

(Oil

Amphora
Gambler

Pavilion /644611 Elvis
Costello And The At.
tractions / Richard Hell

.1),1

i

(Newcastle Emlyn 23786),
The Radiators
ST AUSTELL, Cornish

I

Dingwalis,'

(01-267

332 271101.

HEMEL

London's Lyceum, Thursday and

Friday
PORTRUSH, Arcadia

(021 643 9418),

3079),

101.486

5.M 62921, The Valves

GLASGOW,

o

THE.. CLASH:

BIRMINGHAM, Pathway
Rq1 339 34911,
u
BRIGHTON, Richmond
121711). The Execute.. /
The Dodgem.
CHESTER. Smartie., New
Mania
EDINBURGH, Tllfny. 001

I

BIRMINGHAM, Barbarellas

Brecknock,

Tennis Shoes

sington

(88948), Oslblea/T C.O.J.
BIRMINGHAM. Barbarellas

41

DECEMBER31

1020),

(01-690

Troggs/Sounder

ABERDEEN, Ruffles
1290921, The Facelle
AYLESBURY. Friars

`7

Lounge (381263), Preacher

(051 238

7891), 990 Item shows)

LONDON,

LONDON,

DECEMBER30

,

ACCRINGTON,

Grene

^I

y»

\{

2767), Necromancer

Kokomo
LONDON. Dolphin, Kingston.

(051 216

Camden
Kokomo

JB's 163697).

r

-L.

_

SUNDERLAND,

Whirlwind

LONDON,

Sandpiper

The 9tneouta

DUDLEY.

(54381) 909

NOTTINGHAM,

Het Water

YORK, three (3E50), The
Accelerators / Nine. AM

SOUTHAMPTON.
Un-

Tchalkovsky

17

SHEFFIELD, limn ,77110).

DUBLIN, Stadium 1753371),
Rory Gallagher / Bram

Hotel 142884), Slip Hazard
And The Blizzard

Lyceum. Strand
MOWBRAY. LONDON.
101-K46 37151. The Cleat,d
CANTERBURY, Odeon
The SM./ The Innocent.
(62480). Elves Gnetello And

Painted Lady 1812121). Ray
King Band

PAISLEY,

Garden

3991) Joe Jackson

LONDON,
(01-4855`'373).The
LONDON, Plough and
Hellk»pars
Harrow. Leyton High LONDON,
Dingwalis,
Road. Cadillac / Rebel
101-267 4967).
LONDON, Rock Garden,
Covent Garden 101.140

1975.

aYIP R1
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DISCO SALES
& HIRE

ADVERTISERS

mosphére

LUTON DISCO

PLEASE

ightinq

8 LIGHTING

NOTE!

Nigel, Judy, John, Tim and Gary
would like to wish all their
customers a Very Happy Xmas.
Thank you for your support

CENTRE

Mrs

Save

by building your own lighting

Now at new and larger showrooms
we have on show equipment from,
Citronic, Haze, Soundout, J.P.S.,
Optikinetics, Pulsar, Zero 88, S.I.S.,
SAL, Millbank, Eagle, Project,
Electro -voice, and many more.

equipment with TUAC modules.
lSM1
4 channel chaser/sequencer module

-

4

[21.60
knobs. switches and

Front panel Including

neon,
SI LMB

-

E8.00

3 channel sound to light convertor
module
From penal including knobs, switches120.75
and

neon,
L7.50
(both units. 1 kilowatt per channel)
Simple wiring ... Instructions supplied
FREE. 5 metres of 7 con cable worth 12.70. with
either of above units purchased on production
of this ad before the end of December.
Solar 250 effects projector, still only £64.50 plus
VAT and 10% off attachments and effects
purchased with this Item.
Must clear SIS SR131. Ex -demo NAB record/
playback jingle machine. E200 + VAT .. , Save
over E96 against RRP.
-

0

Open tin IS pm Set urdey Surd

normal *wept Mond.y 351n,

Jenwry 111711.
gdt0V

'...pe of .ound.

Pull

Toad.,

pragum.ent

cecnmd

211h. end

Holiday Opening Times:
Open: All day Saturday December 23rd.

January 6th

copy must be in

Open 9.00 am -5.30 pm Mon -Sat,'
9.00 am -7.00 pm Thurs.

our offices by

For full details write or call us at
address below.

December.

This is our new showroom extension)

Friday 29th

Stockists of all leading makes of equipment.
Bose.
New dealership

-

*

Wishing you all a Very Merry Xmas
and a Happy New Year.

let

Closed: 24th, 25th, 26th, 77th, 28th.
Open: Friday 29th, Saturday 30th.
Closed: 31st, 1st. 2nd.
Open: As usual Wednesday 3rd January
onwards, 10 am -6 pm Monday -Saturday.

All advertisement

Please call in any time.

/lime end New Tilsit. all our cuetemers

Memo

Tier. open

throughout 1978.
Issue dated

318-380 VALE ROAD, ASH VALE
NEAR ALDERSHOT, HANTS
FARNBOROUGH (0252) 513713

~ding paty.
YOUR LARGEST SOUTHERN DISCO CENTRE!

For any further

64 THE GREEN
ABERDEEN - TEL. 572905

75 111ELUNGTON STREET, LUTON, BEDS '
OSi2 39021/411733
Close to MtJune)an to
Open Monde.Sesorday

information please
ring
ANDRINA on

01-8361522

DISCO
DEALOF
THE 1

BULB LACQUERS

'

Bright coino,,. ,ed. blue. green.
yellow and mlrmg Instruction.

obtainI,

r

CO

.0.ú
:0

t

o,h.,

y

Soundout Soundcentre

,

yew,

/- Pfd

Mall Order emir

DISCOSOUND ROADSTAR
The nerved... mete get
the lot. 6 channel ma ,

t.J

elesvonte wooled, lull
anti PEI., stereo

-

-,

PPPPr Pe

*'

-

f

1

CWO

y

entrees

100
tine,
enough to dip hundreds
f
bulb. to PbP incl to:
E LEKTR O. LU M INA NCE
Sib Blackheath Road
Greenwich, London SE10

11

~el

deentm(Dothvl for
ni.
buelsM 150. 150emdmer,
esso vAT

'HELP FOR
DISCOS
range of professional
lighting
sound and
at
available
equipment
compelitbe price.,
Wide

disco

SAI STEREO MAVERICK
A reel winner born SAI
teaturmg 4 en n..... twin
LED IarldM, illuminated
is for ent.bir.
lwtto
150 amp.

buns -in

ethnology deem loom Soundo
t.0ED ladder., electronic

New

nay town are tend

and

sty. os

~new
r-

stomas. M
re.n

m...

50UIREMIN191N1

A `..

F a wsr

`Ian aAN:ur1C

n1o

_s;

YO

?
:

TELESCOPIC SPEAKER
STANDS -.

t

bowel Ow

we.

ii

09

ú

Il. jlil{li
Ilr
i

now

D.

:

Lab

Rowe

seer.

ore.klN-0

on

.J r

a l may, 4 way

Reed

-

awe aaaG

120 Own 1.11 7P
I
1.
al 0772 550550

Rayner' Lane

Tel

01

BM 9137

iTel

V L.

one 1145 mum."

c

061r II

Ayr,

A

0.e!

a6.

,.

era..

K .

wl
.WD.
. 73

fº

'

Are
T1v18463.303
w in..

DJ

wRi .wpnwrrtary Dua Ge.nq,n'Prcrz L .'

e

Very r

L

Acapellos, new
from States.
e5g

erica., el.e

tsi4r sM mks. stud.
Ire., Is, ma. 01 os ..e.
rst
end MAR
r`
ridges.

a

Phone Lyn
01.3a eo6a

ADDRE .5

'41

STUDIOS

Row, Sqoy:. Dhoo ám4..
t e

IU:.

DJ

-

GLASGOW
Comm,

8

B

R0G1RSOUIRLS areepo.t f13.1..1

1w.nC.5

.e

for prices

a

worth £74.

Tu.

d

JI,

be Can sr m.e
MW raen
All ano open Tug Ser. Lam nitht w.d. Iw m a w^)

MANCHESTER

NM

one, mr.pere oree

Rayners Lane
Pinner. Middx.

Roger Squat . Once Gems.

a,.'0 hm

1N.ngrAwute0000i

.e.

sly

Tb.flet.n

I.

Q

10

2 min.

4

Citronic Hawaii-mono for E237 and
get a FREE Pulsar 2250 worth £37.
Citronic Iowa with a cassette player
and SSL 1001 for £679.00 and get a
FREE Optikinetics Super Strobe

DJ.

DISCO CENTRE

Tel 01 372 7474

/

e,,. L..w n Ser. long awl comes made

Iº ram.

Service to

Including records
charge het n a.lebiel
Irene
THE RECORD Fs

BRISTOL
m.

-ps\.,'

Please

WhizzLinés

Disco

Rim

Roger Squire's, Bernet Trading Estes. Perk Road.
Barret, Hero. Tel: 01-441 1919 Telex: 261993
Open MonFri. Ask for Tony or Alan

Rom. Siulre's Once Centre,

fur

Full

MAIL ORDERS, EXPORT & HO

LONDON

lib.hee

Haze Grundig Professional 300W
stereo Console for £750.77 and get
FREE Pulsar 3000 worth £85.

Discount.

f

O.

Buy H aze Caravelle Stereo 300W
Console for £535.96 and get a
FREE Solar 100B worth £65.

N

Including
Equipment
Fog
Machlnn.
Lighting.
Speakers, Amps and Disco
Decks alway...0liable.
Open 6 days, .m-7 pm. LAM
Night Thursday.

eMT t 0CNANºUuiy To.uVACC [Wass CLAPCAR0

.

Roger Sau rea

:

`r

g

Fun

1

...

Bsp.a 01100

Only [65.00 wT
attachments oats

DISCOiEOf iE
EOUIP NT HIRE.

355

wma..aw.w.
.

a
Dan d
toldrol we+lares-..

Ou1RT DSO
need m.
,.aW- . wa.n

...w

Starlight 250

.wd.

st

m.........._

Any 3 for [13,50 vuT
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Visit our second-hand department
Part exchange and finance
U.K. and Overseas Mail Order
Open six days a week
Generous discounts on all sales over E100

Stockists of all leading discotheque
equipment
+ Fuzz lights £18
a 8-track Invader jingle machine 1158
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1978 DISCO
TOP 60

8y1Atr1ESHAy1I1TON
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EVERYONE ELSE seems to be giving out
mock awards for the past year's disco
achievements, so who am I not to do so too?
Herewith, then, are my own personal Hammy
Awards for 1978.
LABEL OF THE YEAR: Atlantic (look at the

number of hits)

RUNNERS UP: Mercury (for taking the 12ín
plunge successfully), Island (for creating
consistent excitement with a few releases),
Fantasy (or at least the US parent label, for so
many hot 12in import hits)
ONLY IN IT FOR THE MONEY: CBS (for
putting on 12in only what they want us to have,
not what we want)

IMPORT OF THE YEAR: Samuel Jonathan
Johnson 'You' (CBS LP / 12in remix)
12in OF THE YEAR: Crown Heights Affair
'Galaxy Of Love' (Mercury)

ROGER SHELDON of the Phil 'O' Roadshow (Horsham 62049)
has kindly compiled a yearend round -up of 1978's disco hits.
using lust the positions and weeks from the actual UK Disco
Top 20 between Jan 7 and Dec 9
so that this does not reflect
time and positions reached In the longer Disco Top 50, and
subsequently 90. However, doing the lob from lust the 20 la
hard enough work, so many thanks indeed, Roger)

-

r
ROY A YERS: LP cut of the year
Orville Sweeney of Anchor, Tony Berry (when
at Arista), David Brooks (when at Creole),
Andy Stinton (when at DJM), Erskine
Thompson of Island, Garreil Redfarn of MIF,
Pete Waterman & Tilly of Magnet, Les Spaine
of Motown
in no particular order
have all
bought me drinks or meals and are jolly nice

-

-

TREND OF THE YEAR: Jazz - Funk
EVENTS OF THE YEAR: Jazz - Funk All

dayers

s

4

too!

V
-

JOCK OF THE YEAR: Chris Hill (for proving
that disco jocks can command bigger fees for

personal appearances than radio DJs)

(

SUMMING UP: John Travolta and the Bee
Gees may have got all the media attention
during 1978, but despite this a more complex
kind of Jazz - funk dance music spread through
many of the discos as a large portion of the
public were trying to escape from anything
that smacked of 'Saturday Night Fever'. DJs

consequently became more aware than ever
before of imports, and as the year progressed
so the disco chart became ever more import
orientated. 12in became the most played
record size, whether as an LP track or 12111
disco single, so that now a UK release is likely
to fail in the discos unless it's issue at least
promotionally on a 12in too. At year's end it
looks as if the notation of a record's BPM
(Beats Per Minute) is going to become increasingly important in the near future as DJs
are now beginning to get the US mixing bug
however, mixing by BPM alone and not by
using your ears can lead to mechanised

-

disaster. 1979 should see a boom for
manufacturers who include variable - speed
decks in their disco consoles.

O

a.
et

-

HI-TENSION: top of the list
1

2

3
4

HI -TENSION, Hi -Tension
BOOGIE OOGIE OOGIE, A Taste Of Honey

YOU MAKE ME FEEL (MIGHTY REAL(, Syivester
NIGHT FEVER, Bee Gees

8

LE'I S ALL CHANT, Michael Zager Band
GALAXY OF LOVE, Crown Heights Affair
CAN'T STAND THE RAIN, Eruption
SHAME, Evelyn 'Champagne' King

9

YOU

5
6

I

10
11

b

I, Rick

James

WHICH WAY IS UP, Stargard
BROWN GIRL IN THE RING/RIVERS OF BABYLON,

Roney M

n.

11.

'78 CHART

1,D

TOPPERS

eV

OF THE
DISCO PROMOTION PERSON courage
in
YEAR: Fred Dove of WEA (for his

pattern
formulating a successful promotion
left out lots of
and then not worrying that itwhose
will
turn
jocks
thoroughly annoyed
making available so
come next year; also, for12in
to
those
remixes
many US promotional
whore on his list)
of Phonograrn,
RUNNERS UP: John Wailer
la of Polydor,
Greg Lynn of CBS, Theo Lo
EMI
of
LRD, Pete
Raymondo
Steve Turner &
at RCA),
Dyos of EMI, Sally Ormsby (when
Exchange),
Power
Nicky Sands (when at

-

14

NATIVE NEW YORKER. Odyssey
BRITISH HUSTLE, HI -Tension

17

INSTANT REPLAY, Dan Hartman
YOU'RE THE ONE THAT WANT, Travolta/Newton-John
I

NOW THAT WE FOUND LOVE, Third World
HOT SHOT, Karen Young
DANCE DANCE DANCE, Chic

21

22
23

0

24

25
26
27
29
30

1/3rpm 71n)

RUNNER UP: RCA keeping Evelyn
without
'Champagne' King on unlimited 121ncopies
telling anyone until It had sold 80,000

STAYIN' ALIVE, Bee Gees

16

(Casablanca 12in)
WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO: Sweet
Songs'
Thunder 'Everybody's Singing Love on
UK
(US Fantasy 121n, reportedly due

.

13

19

ONE THAT GOT AWAY: Cameo 'It's Serious'

LP CUT OF THE YEAR: Roy Ayers 'Can't
You See Me' (Polydor)
who plays
71n OF THE YEAR: Er
anything on 7in, anyway (unless it's on CBS)?
MARKETING PLOY OF THE YEAR: WE A's
London - only limited LV 12in launch

FROM EAST TO WEST, Voyage

15

31

DONNA SUMMER:
started the year

32

33

NEW YEAR'S Eve gigs traditionally seem to find
many Jocks doing a retrospective countdown on the
past year's chart -toppers, so here to make the job
easier are the number one disco hits for 1978...
Dec 31
LOVE'S UNKIND. Donna Summer
Jan 14
DANCE DANCE DANCE, Chic
Feb 4
NATIVE NEW YORKER, Odyssey
Feb U
&
Donna
Althia
RANKING,
TOP
TOWN
UP
Feb 18
WHICH WAY IS UP, Stargard
Mar 18
I CAN'T STAND THE RAIN. Eruption
Apr 1
LET'S ALL CHANT, Michael lager Band
Apr 29
NIGHT FEVER, Bee Gees
Jun 3
HI -TENSION, HI-Tension
Jul 8
BOOGIE OOGIE OOGIE, A Taste Of Honey
8
Sept
Affair
Heights
Crown
LOVE,
GALAXY OF
YOU MAKE ME FEEL (MIGHTY REAL). Sylvester
90

INSTANT REPLAY. Dan Hartman
LE FREAK, Chic

IE
N
Dec

to bet that the number one this
week would have been YMCA, Village People!

It's probably sale

34
35

Island/12in
Capird/121n
Fantasy/121rí

RSO/US

121n

promo

Private Stock/12in

Mercury 12in
Atlantic
RCA 12w

Motown/12in
MCA/ 12in

Atlantic/ 12in

12

18

CROWN HEIGHTS AFFAIR:
121n of the year
BEST CHOP MIXER: Hamilton Bohannon
'Let's Start The Dance' (Mercury)

33

19

GALAXY, War
THOUGHT IT WAS YOU, Herbie Hancock
I

EVERYBODY DANCE, Chic
THREE TIMES A LADY, Commodores
BIG BLOW, Manu ()Mango
LOVE'S UNKIND, Donna Summer
UPTOWN TOP RANKING, Althia Et Donna
THE GROOVE LINE, Heatwave
RASPUTIN, Boney M
JAMMING, Bob Marley
COME ON DANCE DANCE, Saturday Night Band
STUFF LIKE THAT, Quincy Jones
IS THIS LOVE, Bob Marley
DENISE, Blondie
AND THE BEAT GOES ON, Ripple
SINGING IN THE RAIN, Sheila B Devotion Royce
LOVE DON'T LIVE HERE ANYMORE, Row
BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE, Jacksons
LET'S START THE DANCE, Hamilton Bohannon
DANCE (DISCO HEAT), Sylvester
PRANCE ON, Eddie Henderson
USE TA BE MY GIRL, O' Jays
MAC ARTHUR PARK, Donna Summer
SUPERNATURE, Cerrone
TAKE A CHANCE ON ME, Abbe
JUST LET ME DO MY THING, Sine
Earland
LET THE MUSIC PLAY, Charles
Point
LET'S GET FUNKTIFIED, Boding
Hurt
Phil
GIVING IT BACK,
FANTASY, Earth Wind Et Fee
Ashford 6 Simpson
IT DON'T COST YOU NOTHING.Runnere
WHATEVER IT TAKES, Olynipk
COCOMOTION, El Coco
DELIRIUM, Francine McGee
COME BACK MY LOVE, Darts
RUMOUR HAS IT, Donna SummerAyers
N DOWN, Roy
ON UP GETYOU.
von Elliman
Yvonne
IF I CAN'T HAVET
WISHING ON A STAR, Rose Royce Johnson
AIN'T WE FUNKIN' NOW, Brothers

GTO/LP
RSO/US 12ín promo
RCA/ 12in
Island/12in
Blue Sky/US 12in

RSO
Island/12in
Atlantic /US West End 12in

Atlantic/US 12in
MCA/12in
CBS 12in

Atlantic/US 12m
Motown
Decca/l2in
GTO/LP
Lightning
GTO/US Epic 1210

Atlantic/

12ín

Island/12in
CBS/LP/12in
AEtM/ 12in
Island
Chrysalis

Salsoul/US 12in
Carrere/12ín

Whitfield
Epic: 12in

Mercury 17in
Fantasy/US 12in
Tower 12in
Phil Inn

Casablanca/12in promo

Atlantic/ 12in
Epic

CBS/12in
Mercury 12m
Bang/12in
Fantasy 12M
CBS
Warner Bros/12in
RCA 12in

Pve/US AVI 12in
RCA 12in

Magnet
Casablanca/LP

Polydoril2in

RSO/US 12in promo

Whitfield
Funk AbMerica 12in

=..arrv

15.11101.
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FIRST BAGPIPES.
THEN HAGGIS
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89 SCOTFORTH ROAD LANCASTER
Tal: 0624-62834

DISCO!

Effects, Pmiectors, Strobes, Sound -to-Light Controllers,
Sequencers, Fog Machines,
MRrnrballs, Pyrollash Systems, Fibre Optics,
Ropelights, Fanlights, Bubble
Machines, Piero Horns, Microphones, Discnstands.
Pan of the product range available from
Norther., Lights
Distributors for the following manulauurers
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ILLUSION
Trade
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SAE

Call in and discuss your custom built
requirements with S.A.I.

otiose.t6.1-c~iiraru

PART EXCHANGE!

'

'LONDON'S LEADING MAJOR STOCKISTS
OF HAZE AND ICEIECTRIC EQUIPMENT

VP

'Also stockists of Soundout. Fal. Optikinedcs.
Zero B8 ilightmasterl. SIS. Muhlphase. Illusion.
LFL. Lancelyn lighting. Audiotech. Fame. Shure
AKG. Euroscope Marketing. Seel, Pluto ands
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More to see and hear plus easy low deposit HP.
repairs, easy parking, friendly staff, free coffee.
free delivery in London area for purchases
exceeding (100.

All at

178

Chesterfield Road,

Ashford.

Middlesex Tel. Ashford 45807.

Qe,
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New Opening Times: Mon -Set 10.6 Sunday
2. Late Night Thursday till 8 pon.
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THE ONE THE PROFESSIONALS READ
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Phone Supplement
dHeo .ction

Henley Road, Cambridge,
Telephone 10223) 66798, Telex 81697

DISCOTHEQUE SOUND & LIGHTING

With all the best equipment
for your Road Show!

Ring Guildford 67720
or call in and see us at
10 MADRID ROAD

,

(ENTERTAINMENTS) LTD.

DISCO SALES

I

Neeow.y
Single*. album
import reviews
review.
M

SATIN PRODUCTIONS

NOW

SURREY'S GREAT NEW
DISCO CENTRE

197E

PULSAR LIGHT OF CAMBRIDGE LTD.

ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD & HFC TRUST FINANCE
maps. coffee, easy perking, servicing, exchange.
Late openings Mon & Wed till pm

G,a,ng.r Road Southend on Sea 552 SDA

GUILDFORD

HIII'.

- -C.,,nn.
Lol..n.

PULSAR

10 years experience gives you the
S.A.I. System with MM 500w slaves. graphic
equaliser and composite bins.
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DJ
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8361522
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OPEN
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THE DISCO ROOM
IS HERE!
Have you the right gear to fill dance hall?

-

ADAM HALL IRM) SUPPLIES

s
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E

front loader and see the 2 Er 3 way
cross over units, racks 'ft graphics.

Mail Order S.nrc. for
CASTORS PEET HANDLES COVERINGS FRETCLOTH GRILLE
LOCKS CATCHES HINGES SPECIALISED HARDWARE
CORNERS PIPINGS TRIM ETC
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
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Call in and hear the new Mini 15
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(Just off MA, Junction 27)
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ANDRINA

Ltd, Regent St, Capp
0157.791645/791163
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Three Channels
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NOT JUST IN PRINT
BUT ALL THIS AND
MORE, IN STOCK AT DISCOLAND NOW!

L.A. ELECTRONICS
WISH ALL DA A VERY
SUCCESSFUL NEW TEAR
WITH

THE BLACK PRINCE
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Part Exchange

Deals and Discount
Please write nr ring for free catalogue.
WE .irk o floppy tiirirfmo, to All our Customer.

I,
1

SE
SE

i

stocks or the following Disco
TK ELECTRONICS.
SAXON. DJ ELECTRONICS. PULSAR. OPTIKINECTICS. MULTI -PHASE, S.I.S , JINGLE MACHINES
& CARTRIDGES. SHURE, AKG & EAGLE
Microphones, and a whole hosts of leads, plugs,
lamps & accessories
Do call in or phone us for excellent Part Exchange

Equipment. CITRONICS,

-n

Rnoeh, Muh,..olou,.d The Long On. ..,01'Ó[1ÓI
[l3 Csh
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LONDON'S MOST HELPFUL DISCO
SHOWROOM
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NEW, NEW, new. Deluxe
full colour 21(" button
badges. Choose from:
Elvin 1, Elvis 2, Elvis

flute,

ELO,

Boomtown

IAN

colour
JONES happy
photographs, exclusive DAVID
birthday. - Love from

In Concert' .. tan Dury
live on stage, Lewisham
Odeon, London.
December 18th, 1978, buy

Darts,

Rats, John
Bee Geas,
Disco Fever, Bob Marley,
Abba. The Clash, Bob
Dylan, Rolling Stones,
Stranglers, Led Zeppelin,
Status Quo, Grease,
Smurfs, Honey M. The
Jam, only 22p each, send
cheque / PO to
PPM,
Pt) Box 300, 27 Oakley
Road, Chinnor, Oxford.
A A HEY We're new sew
on / stick on fabric
badges full colour,
washable and colourfast

Professional
photographer. Pack

Travolta,
M

UICAS SF,TTF,

BARGAINS! Hundreds
from Slip catalogue. 14p
(stamps)
17 Jessel,

-

Loughtnn, Essex
HIT SINGLES from 29p,
large SAE
TSM
Records', 220 Victoria
Road, West Cleveleys,
Blackpool.

Pers
LONELY NELSON boy

IT. Interests photography,
cinema, Blondie, Kate
Bush. Kiss etc, seeks

/ UNISSUED

RARE

records for sale, includes
Elvis, Beatles,
attractive girlfriend Genesis, Zeppelin, Stones,
Dylan,
i local), photo If possible
Floyd, Bowie, many
Box No 1871.
more, send large SAE for
LONDON SWISSBOY 20 list
7
Sandlehurst
seeks somebody who Road, Leicester.
could help to learn EX - TOP THIRTY
records,
Please write to
English
(1960 - 1978),
Box No 1889.
from 12,4p, nearly 2,000
GIRL NEW to London titles, most major stars,
ants friends for discos SAE list
Dept H8, 82
etc, also needs ac- Vandyke Street, Livercommodation
Box 1870. pool LB ORT.
P E N F R I E N D' S PASTBLASTERS!
MAGAZINE for all age ALWAYS 1000's of rock.
groups Only 50p fort- soul, pop, Tamla. SAE
nightly (pay after 24 Southwalk. Middleton,
Write. Sussex.
receiving 8)
Leisure Times, (Ric 3,5), OVER 10,000 new / used
Charley. lanes.
singles stocked. Oldies,
HOW TO get girlfriends. recent hits, rarities, '57 What to say, how to 78', 10p stamp for list
overcome shyness, how to Dept Rm, 123 George
date any girl you fancy. Street, Mablethorpe,
Dept Lincolnshire.
SAE for details
R. 38 Abbeydale, Win- CHARTBUSTE RS!
terbourne. Bristol.
GOLDEN oldies
FREE PHOTO brochure, available '56 - 76', a must
select your own friends for collectors,,a Godsend
from our photo catalogue. for DJ's, SAE Diskery,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

stamp

Send

-

to

Doveline, Al6 PO Box 100,
Ha vwards Heath, Sussex.
OPPOSITE SEX partners
found!!! It's FREE at I+

86

/

87

-

Western Road,,

Brighton. Callers
welcome.
Hove.

N+T+E+R+D+A+T+ For Sole

E!Rush

letters
yourself +

describing
SAE to
Box 1848, RM,
40 Long Acre. WC2.

-

WORLDWIDE

PEN -

FRIEND service,

51.000

members In 141 countries, SAE details
IPCR, 39A Hatherleigh
Road, Ruislip Manor.
Middlesex.
JANE SCOTT genuine

SINGLES. 50's - 60's,
Box
some rare, sae list
Number 1872.
DIRECT FROM Japan
and USA!! Fantastic
movie star books!! Over

-

fifty different titles

available Including:
Elvis!! Monroe!! James
Dean!! 007!! Eastwood!!
Bruce Lee!! Jodie
Foster!! etc. All packed
with colour and B / W).

friends Introduction
with sin25p
cerity and thought- posters. stills, send
fulness. Details free. plus large SAE ter ex3 /
tensive illustrated list to
stamp to Jane Scott
RM. North Street, Simons, 28 Woodstock.
Quadrant, Brighton, Road, London N4.
-"
opposite sex,

-

-

Sussex BN1 3GS.

POEMS PUBLISHED
New Horizon. Dept 5,
Victoria Drive; Bognor
Regis,

OLDIES FROM
Dave. 23 Goad
for lists
Ave. Chatham. Kent.
NINE HUNDRED oldies,
Cliff, Elvis. Beatles, Who,
etc. 25p to D. SAE please

-Bramble
Andy Duckett.
Cottage, Market
folk,

Suf-

-

SPIRAL SCRATCH

6
Huzzcocks. offers
Priory Close. Yeaueley.
Ashbourne, Derbyshire.

DISCFINDER SEND
wants SAE

-

Pay.

Devonport,
PL1

Plymouth,

Devon.

4123.

/

TRAFFIC LP'S 1968
"last Exit" k rare, mint
offers

-

31

Gardens.
Herts.

-

John
the lot
Neesom, 35 Melanora

Crescent, Hattersley.
Hyde. Cheshire.
FRAMED PAINTINGS of
Stevie Wonder, Four

9.

Gunn Road,

Knebworth,

-

highest

Walk. Mir

offers

13

send sae please

Sunnybank
field. West Yorke.

RECORD

-

FINDING

service. 'Rhone you want
and can't find. thousands
in stock, will get it not.
any artist, any records.
Just jot down Dose, you
Don.
need and send sae
I17 Southend Road. Wick-

-

toed. Emest.

-

-

-

books.

Whalley

bootlegs, discography
and checklist, 100 pages.
poet free.

-

PO Box 107.
London N6 5RU.
JOKES, STINK bombs,
fart powder. stow blizzard, cigarette bangers,
hot sweets, exploding
matches, volcanic sugar.
dirty teeth, sneezing.
Itching powder, mucky
pup. garlic toffees. saucy

formation

novelties,
Send S.A.E. for king list
Dept E.
and free gift
167
Winchester Road.
Bristol 1384 3NJ.
posters,

-

-

-

417013,

Groover

LES

965 2825

.l

Mom

occasknv. -01.7321719

Situations Vacant

LYRiC WRITERS
required

Wanted

S,. Perk Proaueb IRM
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10811

-
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e-a..
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LIFE-SIZE
CHERYL LADD

e

.

T,
0.10
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CJ

IJ

OUYIA(S)11.10

OlIV1Á(G)E1.10

Ol1YlA1C1.10
.

14
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DfRWE l E1.10

-

-
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cetEMDS
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res SAG POP SatE
PECO'DS waNTEC .rsrc"1E:.TS coo 5-L1

'1(0505

5

C.

Tiles

rr10Y5
uiEvafGpT'CE
mw Ms. e5w .^neL"c.-.w>

5-a on,

10e

Clain (5)1135

Ello

7

E1.10

MAMA(
WtE 11.10

OLIVIA

Mel (4)1.10

107nl1EI.10

3

E1.10

OLIVIA PHOTOS!
SET OF

b-

TN1E1
10

'(
a

DEU1E

3

DESSDNSIIE£1.10
1NW
I1011

11.10

POSTERS"
22 MOOR STREET,

BIRMINGHAM
ADO lop eso/Prkp Ier 1(3
horco, Sr sea son ene

- order form

insertionls) commencing issue dated
enclose a cheque/postal order for
MIRROR

AU

SMALL ADS MUST
ACCEPTED

BE

{

d

£130

"CARDS &

heading
PLEASE PUBLISH my advertisement under the

Conditions

, I

sd.e n,t

USA (GALS) E1.20

111.10

P'

-

Effective front 16th October 1978
PEN
\ ewesSCODs
taCa`r

DES

:/ 1 I

SMALLS
Rotes

to

01-534 4004.

raro

-

s

systems, sound

light unite, reasonable
lates.
Newham, Audio

YOUR WEEKLY POSTER GUIDE

s.

price

-

-

EQUIPMENT,

DISCO

01-640 9482.

-

Lamben. Haute. Sore Pet

AND OLIVIA IN

pm

-

Roadshow.
POPPA JOE Roadshow
Discotheque and light
show'
01-741 3724 after 8
pm.

5.21

Hobe. awe, C1211558

OLIVIA PROGRAMME,
London, Manchester
concert, any prise, ring
Gary, 061-6Sí 7127 after 6

before it's toalate. Sorry
Tel:
South Wales only.

BEYOND

- recording

fordsMre.

now on the road, so book
now for the new year
0839 842680.

by

company,
Details
(S.A.E.): 30 Sneyd Hall
Road, Bloxwlch, Stat-

FLASH DISCO show is

le

01-

SOUND
Discotheques for all

2651, 459 7394.

Om

01-

SUNSHINE

-

£1.75 ...P.&

-

521 2922.

SEX IS better with a
328 7fí89, 969
Disco.

°'"'t

7991

KEITH LAYTON.

-

961 1803.

/

Tel:

-

DISCOTHEQUES.

-

E,pwy,

01-521

-

699 4010.

-

0.
you Or
iiwa .e.5
e .w no.
ed. ...,."ñ.rom... .
.se,
e!n.o.,cn
.,a ms..
end
.e., k.kkqi ,s end e,.,a.t

-

LEWIS.

1976.

Send s. a.e. for
details to S. L B. Drum
42
Arkwright
artist has had, 1951.78 School,
send D each or 12 for, Road, Marple, Cheshire
R.
three plus S.A.E.
Pickett. 29 Edendale Mobile Discos
Road, Sheldon, Birmingham, B26 BAB.
TOES DISCO. 200M,
PHILIP I Love you, TEN
reggae.
happy birthday from Jan, pop, soul, funky,
punk, rock 'n' roll and
complete light show. Ten
Toes Disco Is the one for
you. Book for Christmas
Tel:
and New Year too.

enntYq

Oft03

-

73.359,

DRUMMERS LEARN
to quick and easy by
cassette.

IL.r'Modc.

- South

DAVE JANSEN.

WOULD YOU like
know how many hit
singles your favourite

21

HAYSTACK DISCO'
Ring Chris, Blggm Hill

Tuition

forty Issues

GOSS,
venues.

West

-

Cllftonvllle.

25

STEVE

Glasgow.
T.REX DISCO tickets £2
from
Groover or Ken 31
March.

Margate. Kent.
STORY OF pop complete
345.

-

rules

-

-

Babylon
from
18 Deerpark Road,
Range, Manchester, also available

free,

GENESIS T-SHIRTS.

secure.

Eagles, Rod
Queen, Paul
McCartney, David Bowie,
ELO, John Travolta,
Night Fever, Bee Gees,
Deep Purple, Bob Dylan,
25p p -p.
Stuart
Tom Petty, Thin I.iesy, plus
Bob Marley, Led Zep- Reynolds, MA Thornhill
pelin, Genesis, Rolling Road, Rastrick,
Yorkshire.
Stones, Meat Loaf, Brighouse.
BUCKLES on
Rainbow, Tavares. The GLITTER
backed belts.
Who, Punk, Boomtown leather
Titles
available:
ZepRats, 10CC, Punk Rules, pelin, Blondie. Kiss, EW,
Yes, Stranglers, Tom Queen, Yes, Genesis,
Robinson Band. Pink Stranglers, Quo, Sabbath.
Floyd, Clash, Black 14.95.
Bents
Sabbath, Darts, Grease, Lealhergoods 202 Main
Better Shape Up, Grease Street, Newbold, Verdon,
Motif, Elvis, all at only Leicester.
35p each. Send your name OLIVIA IN COLOUR, 3
/ address with cheque / glossy 10 x 8 close up
PO made out to PPM to
photographs or 6
PPM, PO Box 300. 27 colour
glossy 10 x 8 ,B/W
Oakley Road Chinnor, photographs
only £4.99
Oxford.
per set, many sets
ELVIS BUCKLES in solid available on or offstage.
minted brass 3'4 x 31,9" Money back guarantee.
on leather backed belts
K. Robins, 21 Mount £4.95,
Bents field Road, Bramhall,
Leathérgoods, 202 Main Cheshire.
Street, New Bold Verdon,
Leicester.
LIVE COLOUR rock Disco Equipment
photos
now available,
£250. Complete new
Olivia, Blondie, Wish- SAVE
bone, Van Helen, Slade, unused 200 watt disco, list
£1,200,
Bowie, '78, '76, '74, professloonals
Stranglers, Presley, comprising consul,gegear
slave
Professionals. Travolta, amp oranbe electrovolce
new Quo, Patti. Costello, bins each with four M.P.
New Gabriel, Tom horns, leads, covers, £950
Robinson. Abba, Genesis, also similar orange 120
Motors, Kiss, Zeppelin, watt disco complete, £600.
Sabbath, Runaways,
Portsmouth 817034
Rush, Lizzy, UFO, Black more, Purple, Gillian,
EW, ELP, Wings, Who, Fan Clubs
Yes, Rod, Mac. Ferry',
Roxy, Stones, Parker,
OFFICIAL fan
Tubes, Ronstadt Elkie, GENESIS
Send S.A.E. to
Essex, Dylan, Eagles., club. Parkyn,
Genesis
Oyster Cult, Nugent, Geoff
PO Box 107,
Miles, Ramones, SAHB, Information,
Floyd. Heap. 10cc, London N6 5RU.
Trower, Tull and many
more. A set of 10, 354in x Penfriends
Sin, borderless colour
prints, cost just 13.50 Inc GIRL PENFRIENDS
p/p. or send sae for free wanted. Box No 1808.
catalogue. List the proofs
you'd like to see.
Sample print, 25p. For Special Notices
quickest service and best
Dick DAVID ESSEX. Thanks
photos, write to
Wallis Photograph, 159 for being you. Hope you
Hamilton Road, London had a very happy
SE27 9SW.
Christmas and all the
BOLAN SUIT and good luck you deserve for
trousers made to the New Year. Tours
measure by his tailor forever, Hazel and Kathy
from original patterns.
sex.
Telephone Colin Ward, 01- TO BOLANITES
4373166, 12.30-7.30 pm.
everywhere, have a
BOLAN T. FLEX posters, golden new year, always
IOp
keep lotss Marc in your
etc,
t
shirts,
badges.
heart, love you all, take
+ SAE, giant list
Mike Bertram,
Groover, 5 Stronsey St, care
Liverpool.
Germiston Glasgow.

evenings.

DAVID BOWIE lives and
times of, sixty pages,
articles, comic strips.
bootlegs, discography.
artwork. etc. 0.10 post

badges. books etc, send
LETS ALL Chant.
InMichael 'lager Band, SAE to Genesis

twBritish
original
preasings,

Saefor brochure
detailing our large range
of photos featuring many
other top hands).
T SHIRTS DESTROY,
Filth, Clash, Sham 69.
(Bloodstained) Adverts.
XTC, Generation X. Jam.
(Bloodstained) I taught
John Travolta to dance.
small, medium, large, C2

-

Yorkshire.
SIXTY SIX colour photo
cards from Grease, CB the
set, 66 Elvis, fb. W Hogg,
Box No 1873 or Tel
SAE

1.1.00,

send

-

Tops. Diana Ross and the
Supremes, 236 each also
Gladys Knight, Rose
G.
Royce, 116 each.
Tate, 4 Ebor Terrace,
Hunslet Carr, Leeds,

01 3486072

(Rio)

PO Box 22, Wokingham,
Berkshire, RGU LNW (or.

Status Quo,

Blondie,
Stewart,

Avenue,

-

duplicates,
ten 5" x 4's, good pits,
£9.50

Abba,

BOLAN FANS !I! COME
on where are all the
tributes! Bolan lives +

Carole. Sue and Slysia.
BOLAN LIVES!! Every
month In "Cosmic
Dancer" Zip plus large
s.a.e.
17 West Park

In binders,
- Masefleld
Road,
from: GIGPIX Thatcham.
COL.OURPACKS
-

-

Lane. Sheffield, S57AY.

-

Cottage Furnace, Ashhurnham, Battle. Sussex.
MUSIC TAPE cassettes
for sale, private collection, from pop. soul,
Motown. rock and didies,
from 50p each. SAE for
lists Chris 2E Prospect

Row,

54

unwanted
colour, five
10 xt8's,

25p sae

lane. Blundestlm,

Crabtree

formation send SAE

BLONDIE PHOTOS.

Records For Sale

-

NINETINE SIXTY four
1977 Jingles extracts.
ID's, for further in-

Mr Pearce,

containing 10 different
prints (5" x 3u"), 12.99
excluding p k p per pack,
UK / 10p, only available

-

-

DURY

II

COLOUR

4405513
£5.101ac.
lo Colour

4s5
Gbnry

Chi, UPi

94.90

01 10 Glaor 10.1
env Proiee
wncert
O lb Indus,..

III.

Se al 10 Glory 10.1
IBM 011 Sip. Piala.
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chocolate -coated
f ak in habit form
CAN MAGGOT brains survive in
vanilla
suburbs? Is your nose as short as the
would like it to be? And can you (withfunkateers
a bomb in
your back pocket) dance underwater without
getting wet? Whatever may be the answers
to
these and a thousand other diverse and abstruse
questions, there's no doubt at all as to who posed
them in the first place.
GEORGE CLINTON
the
himself, Dr irunkenstein, father ofmeisterfunker
the Children
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You voted
We counted
Now we're
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going to
print them.
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WEEK

of Production, Creator of the Clones. With
Parliament and Funkadelic, Just the first two
manifestations of the vast funkateering empire
who have been doing It in 3D In the UK recently,
not to mention a new album apiece, we at Record
Mirror ask: can this man have his (waking feet
on the ground? SUSAN KLUTH met George
Clinton and found he was someone you'd
probably ignore on a bus. Or is he? Hit me,
sucker, and read on ..
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Where are you George? He's in there somewhere

IF YOU found yourself sitting
opposite him on a bus, quite
possibly you wouldn't give him a
second thought. Almost certainly
you wouldn't suss who he was.
After the slightly para -military
air, a red beret covered in badges,
the only give-away is a brace of
red and glitter boots with four
inch thick heels. Another Bootsy
Collins copyist?
But he's George Clinton, and his
counter -camouflage is an essential part of
the life of his whole Parliafunkadellcment
Thang creation. Off stage that Is.
You'll probably know his alternate
( official) image by now on the 'Motor

Booty Affair' poster. Stetson downwards,
an outrage cowboy, huge transistor close
to one ear, riding the bubbling waves on a
brace of dolphins. Nice bit of montage
there, lads,
But away from the ocean, the self-styled
Chocolate -Coated Freak in Habit Form Is
an ordinary guy if an extraordinary
hustler_ Someone who can get one bunch of
musicians signed simultaneously to two
the
different record labels, and then have
Companiespromote them jointly (and US
record companies are notoriously
reluctant to be chummy with one
another), has to know which way he likes
his eggs done. Someone who's had a by
dictionary of his own language issued
popular demand as well.
Parliament-Funkadclie had a run of
Continental dates before coming to Brltair
first
for their six sell-out concerts thewas
appearance here since WTI. (That
remember?
).
when Sly Stone was the guy,
Since then there've been such landmarks
celebration,
outrage
as the all -black
'Chocolate City' ("they still call it the
White House, but that's a temporary
and spac'.marks like
measure
'Mothers/Up Connection' which started off

-

-

I

...")

the whole multi -episode opera of
apace/fantasy mythology, Star Child,
Maggot Brains. The Placebo Concept. Sir
Nose D'Yohloffunk.
That was Parliament; meanwhile.
i'unkadellc (motto; "let's take It to the

stage") was sounding something like the
Last Poets married to Frank Zappa and
blasting holes into the expansive white
rock arena. So then there were the

ultimate flash stage shows, leopard skin
jockstraps through to flying saucers,
costing out at around $250,000 apiece with
crews of 40 strong. Eat your hair out,
Genesis.

So what can we expect to see this time?
George Clinton wasn't giving away too
many secrets.
"Lots of fun, spaceships, funkin',
partyln'. A lot of nuclear things. I'll be

refereeing."

In tact. he was far more keen to rap on
the serious side of life than touting his own
ego. Jim Jones, Richard Nixon, 1984.
"Nixon was divinely stupid." Which led
very swiftly to that reference on the
opulent sleeve of 'One Nation Under A
Groove' the latest LP and a half from
Funkadelic to 'Rhythm And Business'.
The latter, with respect. Is a little more
profound than the Pinocchio Theory.
"It started like this," explained George.
"A lot of musicians used to say, 'I don't
wanna hear about no business, I lust
wanna hear about the music'. f think some
PR guy from some record company
thought up that statement originally, and
laid it on the artists, and the artists said It
back, WI it became a hip phrase.
"And U you take that phrase seriously,
your career will be over before you realise
what has happened."

--

Explain please?

"Well," said George, "there area lot of
myths about rock 'n' roll, and they're
getting deeper every day. Like you have to
be seriously crazy."
But I can't imagine a crazier lot than the
Clones of Dr Funkensteln ..
"OK, but when we leave the stage. we
leave our craziness up there unless we
need It for a specific purpose. It takes a lot
of energy to be crazy and if you try and do
it all the time, you'll keep your
appointment with self-destruction.
"So," he continued. sounding thoroughly
non -radical as probably you only can when
you've been in the biz for 22 years and seen
faded Motown stars blowing their brains
oh dear, this is getting a bit
out
melodramatic . - , "so we've tried to make
it obvious that we're taking care of
.

...

business. That's why we don't go for none
of those things that have been laid out, of
how rock stars, any stars, are supposed to
be.
"Cos all of that Is bullshit. If you do that
you'll be so tired out that you'll never be
able to make no music. You've got to know
how much sleep to get, which drugs to
avoid. Otherwise you'll never breed your
music and let It grow. Because you're

nothing but a lifestyle."
Ah, sobering words. I now begin to
understand the angulahed voice on 'Motor
Booty Affair' (which believe It or not, is
in Dr
about the undersea city of AUantls
Funkenstein's usual vein of throwing In a
little of something you know about)
shrieking "Which one's George
Clinton???" A Chocolate City guru.
"Taking care of rhythm and business,"
he confirmed. "That way we end up having
more contracts, more groups, a lot of
planning and a lot of fun. A real lot of

-

POLL
RESULTS
Don't miss
next week's
Record

Nn."

Planning coming to fruition shortly

Includes a solo album from keyboard man
Bernie Worrell joining Bootsy Collins,
the Brides el al in the ranks of
Parlialunkadellcment spinoffs and a
full-length movie treatment of the Atlanttr
story. A real lot of tun. Which brings us
back to that stage act,
"I never know what's gonna happen
myself," said George cheerfully.out"It's
pretty much Improvised, starts
II
straight and then someone gets happy.
you have a pre -arranged sequence, well,
almost
already,
you know that pattern
with groups you've never even seen.getFor
the group It becomes too easy, you
bored, you're afraid to take any chances,
and getting out of time becomes the and
worst thing in the world. You feel It,
the audience feels it.
"But this way round, you can surprise
you,
your audience. Even U they bate the
point
you've still led them to
when they've thought about ft.
junior
"We say, hey, you can leave your
you
psychiatrist's cap at home, because
can't analyse us. We don't fit. We don't
even know what we're doing!"
And there's only one answer to that.And
Supergroovallstleprceifonstication.

-

hit me.:

-

Mirror
to find out
who has
won what.
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